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Perceptual learning, when applied to speech, describes experience-evoked adjustments to the cognitive-perceptual processes required for recognising spoken language. It provides the theoretical basis for improved understanding of a speech signal that is initially difficult to perceive. Reduced intelligibility is a frequent and debilitating symptom of dysarthria, a speech disorder associated with neurological disease or injury. The current thesis investigated perceptual learning of dysarthric speech, by jointly considering intelligibility improvements and associated learning mechanisms for listeners familiarised with the neurologically degraded signal. Moderate hypokinetic dysarthria was employed as the test case in the three phases of this programme of research.

The initial research phase established strong empirical evidence of improved recognition of dysarthric speech following a familiarisation experience. Sixty normal hearing listeners were randomly assigned to one of three groups and familiarised with passage readings under the following conditions: (1) neurologically intact speech (control) \( n = 20 \), dysarthric speech (passive familiarisation) \( n = 20 \), and (3) dysarthric speech coupled with written information (explicit familiarisation) \( n = 20 \). Subsequent phrase transcription analysis revealed that the intelligibility scores of both groups familiarised with dysarthric speech were significantly higher than those of the control group. Furthermore, performance gains were superior, in both size and longevity, when the familiarisation conditions were explicit. A condition discrepancy in segmentation strategies, in which attention towards syllabic stress contrast cues increased following explicit familiarisation but decreased following passive familiarisation, indicated that performance differences were more than simply magnitude of benefit. Thus, it was speculated that the learning that occurred with passive familiarisation may be qualitatively different to that which occurred with explicit familiarisation.

The second phase of the research programme followed up on the initial findings and examined whether the key variable behind the use of particular segmentation strategies was simply the presence or absence of written information during familiarisation. Forty normal
hearing listeners were randomly assigned to one of two groups and were familiarised with experimental phrases under either passive ($n = 20$) or explicit ($n = 20$) learning conditions. Subsequent phrase transcription analysis revealed that regardless of condition, all listeners utilised syllabic stress contrast cues to segment speech following familiarisation with phrases that emphasised this prosodic perception cue. Furthermore, the study revealed that, in addition to familiarisation condition, intelligibility gains were dependent on the type of the familiarisation stimuli employed. Taken together, the first two research phases demonstrated that perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is influenced by the information afforded within the familiarisation procedure.

The final research phase examined the role of indexical information in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Forty normal hearing listeners were randomly assigned to one of two groups and were familiarised with dysarthric speech via a training task that emphasised either the linguistic (word identification) ($n = 20$) or indexical (speaker identification) ($n = 20$) properties of the signal. Intelligibility gains for listeners trained to identify indexical information paralleled those achieved by listeners trained to identify linguistic information. Similarly, underlying error patterns were also comparable between the two training groups. Thus, phase three revealed that both indexical and linguistic features of the dysarthric signal are learnable, and can be used to promote subsequent processing of dysarthric speech.

In summary, this thesis has demonstrated that listeners can learn to better understand neurologically degraded speech. Furthermore, it has offered insight into how the information afforded by the specific familiarisation procedure is differentially leveraged to improve perceptual performance during subsequent encounters with the dysarthric signal. Thus, this programme of research affords preliminary evidence towards the development of a theoretical framework that exploits perceptual learning for the treatment of dysarthria.
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A Review of the Literature


Chapter 1 (section 1.1 and section 1.4) is an adaptation of the manuscript, entitled “Perceptual learning of dysarthric speech: A review of experimental studies,” currently in press with *Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research.* Modifications to the text have been made to ensure consistency and relevance to the current chapter and thesis.
1.1 INTRODUCTION

“The limits of my language stand for the limits of my world.”

Ludwig Wittgenstein

Spoken language lies at the very heart of what it is to be human. It is the medium through which one expresses thoughts, feelings and emotions; empowering people to respond to and control their environment (Duffy, 2005). Therefore, it is not surprising that when the ability to communicate effectively is reduced through neurological impairment or disease, profound deleterious effects to an individual’s social, family, academic, and vocational life may result (Theodoros, Murdoch, & Goozee, 2001). Communication impairment has been reported as one of the most distressing symptoms of neurological disease (Duffy, 2005).

Dysarthria, a neurological disorder of the motor speech system, manifests itself in perceptual disturbances that compromise the integrity of the speech signal. It commonly results in impaired speech intelligibility. Indeed, intelligibility disturbances have been classified a “hallmark” feature of this speech disorder (Tikofsky & Tikofsky, 1964; Yorkston, Beukelman, & Bell, 1988) and described as “the most clinically and socially important aspects of dysarthria” (Ansel & Kent, 1992, p. 296). As such, treatments that address improving speech intelligibility are fundamental to the successful management of dysarthria.

Speech intelligibility has traditionally been viewed as the property of the speaker (e.g., Black, 1957; Bond & Moore, 1994; Hood & Poole, 1980). Accordingly, dysarthria management has focused primarily upon individual speakers themselves, with emphasis on attempts to improve speech production or equip speakers with strategies or devices to compensate for their impairments (e.g., Duffy, 2005). Recent Cochrane reviews have concluded that there are no high-level studies to support or refute the efficacy of behavioural speech treatment for progressive and non-progressive dysarthrias (Deane, Whurr, Playford, Ben-Shlomo, & Clarke, 2009; Sellars, Hughes, & Langhorne, 2007). Considering the clinical significance of improving intelligibility for individuals with dysarthria, it is critical that research continues to examine the outcomes of behavioural modification on speech production. However, the consideration and development of innovative new forms of treatment is also vital.
Recent definitions of speech intelligibility have highlighted the influence of both speaker and listener in this construct (e.g., Klasner & Yorkston, 2005). With this in mind, Liss (2007) recently proposed a novel remediation strategy for targeting the speech intelligibility impairments exhibited by individuals with dysarthria—specifically, that treatments focus on the listener. The notion of improving a listener’s ability to understand the speech of individuals with dysarthria is theoretically based in the broader field of speech perception and more specifically, perceptual learning. When applied to speech, perceptual learning describes experience-evoked adjustments to the cognitive-perceptual processes required to recognise spoken language. In brief, these perceptual processes allow the listener to segment a continuous speech stream into individual words (lexical segmentation), to access the lexical items that may match these targets (lexical activation), and to select the most appropriate word for the spoken utterance (lexical competition) (e.g., Jusczyk & Luce, 2002). Put simply, perceptual learning implies that a listener learns to better recognise a speech signal that is initially difficult to understand.

The last decade has seen much research focused on experimental designs that evaluate perceptual learning of speech. There is now a considerable body of evidence regarding the perceptual benefit for listeners familiarised with an ambiguous or unfamiliar speech signal (e.g., time-compressed, noise-vocoded, foreign-accented) (see Samuel & Kraljic, 2009). Research has also begun to investigate this phenomenon with neurologically degraded speech. While the body of research is small, preliminary evidence suggests that perception of dysarthric speech may also improve with training (e.g., D’Innocenzo, Tjaden, & Greenman, 2006; Liss, Spitzer, Caviness, & Adler, 2002). This highlights the potential for perceptual learning to be exploited for rehabilitative gain in dysarthria management. However, if this is to occur, a considerable amount of research is first required. This research must build on existing empirical evidence and develop a theoretical framework for a perceptual learning approach to the treatment of dysarthria. Therefore, this thesis presents a systematic investigation of the theoretical basis for learning to better understand the disordered speech of dysarthria. The focus of the series of studies is hypokinetic dysarthria associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD).
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to: (1) describe dysarthria and present a brief overview of the current status of its management; (2) present a short tutorial on models of speech perception and their application to the processing of dysarthric speech; (3) provide a review of perceptual learning\(^1\), both within the broader category of atypical speech and with specific reference to dysarthric populations; and (4) detail the research aims of the current thesis. The introductory chapter concludes with a description of the nature of hypokinetic dysarthria—the dysarthria test case used in the programme of research.

### 1.2 DYSARTHRIA

Dysarthria refers to impairment in speech motor control arising from neurological disorder or disease (e.g., stroke, traumatic brain injury, and degenerative neurological diseases). In their seminal work, Darley, Aronson, & Brown (1969b) described dysarthria as “...a collective name for a group of speech disorders resulting from disturbances in muscular control over the speech mechanism due to damage of the central or peripheral nervous system” (p. 246). Duffy (2005) extended this definition, stating that dysarthria is characterised by deficits in the speed, strength, range, timing or accuracy of speech movements, with impairment in one or more of the motor subsystems required for speech: respiration, phonation, articulation, resonance, and prosody; and that the resultant weakness, spasticity, incoordination, involuntary movements, or disturbed muscle tone reflect pathophysiologic disturbances. A consistent factor in both definitions is the assumption that the speech symptoms exhibited by individuals with dysarthria are the direct result of the underlying neuropathophysiology—in other words, the perceptual disturbances manifest the classic symptoms of the neurological disease (Weismer & Kim, 2010). Accordingly, disease origins, rather than speech production symptoms, contribute predominately to the differential diagnosis of dysarthria into one of seven major types: spastic, flaccid, ataxic, unilateral upper motor neuron, hyperkinetic, hypokinetic and mixed dysarthria (Darley, Aronson, & Brown, 1969a; Darley, et al., 1969b; Duffy, 2005). Weismer and Kim (2010) recently highlighted that empirical evidence to support the link between disease and dysarthria type is scarce. As such, preference is given to a more recent definition of dysarthria, “a communication deficit, associated with a variety of neurological diseases, in which speech movements are affected in

---

\(^1\) Perceptual learning is reviewed with respect to experimental studies that have examined manipulation of the listener experience (familiarisation/training).
such a way as to make the speech acoustic signal unsuitable, in varying ways and degrees, for language perception” (Weismer, 2006, p. 320).

1.2.1 Prevalence and Incidence of Dysarthria

Dysarthria is common in neurological impairment and disease. Identified as the primary diagnosis of 54% of 10,444 patients evaluated in the Section of Speech Pathology in the Department of Neurology at the Mayo Clinic from 1987-1990 and 1993-2001, dysarthria represents one of the most prevalent acquired neurologic communication disorders (Duffy, 2005). While data reporting the prevalence and incidence of dysarthria in the general population is limited, insight into the pervasiveness of this motor speech disorder is evident in a number of studies. It is estimated that approximately 20 to 30% of individuals post-stroke (Arboix, Marti-Vilalta, & Garcia, 1990; Melo, Bogousslavsky, van Melle, & Regli, 1992; Warlow et al., 1996), and between 10 and 65% of individuals with traumatic brain injury (Samo, Buonaguro, & Levita, 1986; Yorkston, Honsinger, Mitsuda, & Hammen, 1989) will exhibit dysarthria. With the progression of degenerative disease, approximately 60 to 80% of those with PD (Adams, 1997) and 50% of individuals with multiple sclerosis (Harteliusa, Runmarkerb, & Andersenb, 2000; Sandyk, 1995) will develop dysarthria in some form. In the case of Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, it is reported that dysarthria will affect the majority of individuals as the disease progresses (Wijesekera & Leigh, 2009).

1.2.2 Speech Characteristics of Dysarthria

Any disturbance in the sensorimotor processes that underlie speech production may manifest perceptually in the speech signal. The resultant perceptual deficits that characterise dysarthric speech are commonly referred to as deviant perceptual features (Duffy, 2005). These features may be classified according to the specific speech subsystem (e.g., respiration or phonation) and/or with regards to the segmental and suprasegmental properties of speech they affect. For example, when classified via speech subsystem deficits, a breakdown at the respiratory level of speech production may be evident in audible inspiration, inhalatory strider and/or grunting during speech production; phonatory system impairments may be reflected in a harsh, hoarse, breathy or strained-strangled sounding voice; articulatory disturbances may manifest in imprecise phoneme production; disturbed prosody may be seen
in aberrant stress patterns and speaking rate; and resonatory deficits can be observed in the presence of insufficient or excess nasality during speech (Duffy, 2005).

More recently, the deviant perceptual features of dysarthria have been classified according to their segmental and suprasegmental features (Liss, 2007). Segmental features refer to individual phoneme and syllable productions within a spoken word. Accordingly, segmental errors include phoneme omissions, distortions and substitutions, as well as co-articulatory disturbances across phoneme strings (Liss, 2007). In comparison, suprasegmental properties reflect the more global aspects of speech production and describe vocal components that extend over more than one sound segment in an utterance. Suprasegmental errors are evident in the parameters of intonation, vocal intensity, and rate-rhythm. The deviant perceptual features that are associated with dysarthria can, individually or in combination, significantly impact upon intelligibility of the speech signal.

1.2.2.1 Intelligibility Impairments

The term intelligibility refers to how effectively the speech signal can be understood by a listener. In the field of dysarthria, it is used as an index of severity of the speech disorder or to describe the functional limitation afforded by the speech impairment (e.g., Hustad, 1996; Yorkston, Beukelman, Strand, & Bell, 1999). Measures of speech intelligibility are also frequently used to document treatment effects (e.g., Kennedy, Strand, & Yorkston, 1994; Yorkston, Hammen, Beukelman, & Traynor, 1990). Regardless of dysarthria sub-type, it is anticipated that the majority of speakers with dysarthria will experience reduced intelligibility to some degree (Darley, et al., 1969b; Yorkston, et al., 1999). With adverse effects on the success, competence, and effectiveness of communication, the intelligibility impairments that characterise dysarthria can significantly impact upon quality of life (e.g., Bunton & Weismer, 2001; Hustad, Beukelman, & Yorkston, 1998). As such, improvement to speech intelligibility is considered a fundamental goal of dysarthria rehabilitation and management (Ansel & Kent, 1992; Yorkston, et al., 1999).
1.2.3 Dysarthria Management

There is no one approach to addressing the needs of the individual with dysarthria. Rather, management is generally targeted through multiple modalities and is highly dependent upon the needs and presenting speech characteristics of the individual. While behavioural management is considered central to dysarthria rehabilitation, additional approaches may include medical interventions, prosthetic management, and alternative and augmentative communication (AAC) (Duffy, 2005). Medical interventions consist of pharmacological and surgical treatments, which may have a direct (e.g., botulinum toxin to treat spasmodic dysphonia) or indirect (e.g., dopaminergic medications for PD) influence upon speech production (Duffy, 2005). Improvements in speech may also be achieved through the use of prosthetic (e.g., palatal lift prosthesis) or assistive devices (e.g., voice amplifiers). When speech is most severely compromised, management may involve devices (e.g., alphabet charts, electronic talking devices) and/or strategies (e.g., gesture) to augment or substitute for speech.

1.2.3.1 Behavioural Management

The overarching goal of the behavioural management of dysarthria is to maximise communication (Duffy, 2005). Accordingly, such interventions are numerous and wide ranging. Behavioural interventions are divided into speaker-oriented and communication-oriented approaches. The speaker-oriented approach has traditionally played a predominant role in the management of dysarthria. Treatment is focused on the individual speaker and his/her speech signal. It aims to improve speech production or equip a speaker with strategies and/or devices to compensate for their deficits (Duffy, 2005; Rosenbek & LaPointe, 1985; Yorkston, et al., 1999). Speaker-orientated treatment may focus on reducing, or compensating for, underlying motor deficits and can involve both speech and non-speech activities (Duffy, 2007). Communication-oriented approaches, by comparison, involve efforts independent of the speech signal. These include modifications to the communication environment, supplementation techniques (including the use of AAC), and strategies to assist communication interaction. A comprehensive review of the numerous behavioural approaches which have been employed in dysarthria rehabilitation is provided in Duffy (2005).
1.2.3.2 Treatment Efficacy

While research evidence to support the use of speaker- and communication-orientated approaches for rehabilitation in dysarthria is growing, currently there is only limited high level efficacy data for such treatments. Indeed, recent Cochrane reviews have concluded that there are no high level studies to support or refute the efficacy of speech treatment for progressive and non-progressive dysarthrias (Deane, et al., 2009; Sellars, et al., 2007). Systematic reviews in the areas of respiratory-phonatory dysfunction (Spencer, Yorkston, & Duffy, 2003), velopharyngeal function (Yorkston et al., 2001), spasmodic dysphonia (Duffy & Yorkston, 2003), and speech supplementation techniques (Hanson, Yorkston, & Beukelman, 2004) have reached similar conclusions, again stating that the evidence base for interventions that address these aspects of dysarthria rehabilitation is limited.

A small number of published reports do provide high-level scientific evidence of positive treatment outcomes for individuals with dysarthria. However, further research into a number of aspects including the application of such approaches across dysarthria subtypes, long-term maintenance of treatment effects, and generalisation across settings is required (Hustad & Weismer, 2007; Spencer, et al., 2003; Yorkston, Hakel, Beukelman, & Fager, 2007; Yorkston, et al., 2001). Other behavioural approaches have good face value but are supported by anecdotal endorsements only (Duffy, 2005). Although, it appears that clinically, behavioural intervention provides benefits for patients and their families, a strong empirical basis for these approaches is still to be established.

Taken together, the pervasiveness of dysarthria, the debilitating associated intelligibility impairment, and the limitations of the current treatment efficacy data highlight the clear need for ongoing research in the field of dysarthria management. While it is crucial that research continues with efforts to document the outcomes of existing behavioural approaches, it is also important that research investigates new avenues and novel approaches to the treatment of dysarthria. As improved intelligibility is considered one of the primary goals of dysarthria management, the foundation of any innovative approach should begin with this in mind.
1.2.3.3 Future Directions in Dysarthria Management

The word is half his that speaks, and half his that hears it.
Michel de Montaigne

Speech intelligibility is defined as “the accuracy with which a message is conveyed by a speaker and recovered by a listener” (Klasner & Yorkston, 2005, p. 127). This definition underscores the essential role of both speaker and listener in the communication process. With the speaker-listener process in mind, it is proposed that the intelligibility impairments exhibited by individuals with dysarthria may benefit from treatments that focus on the listener (Liss, 2007). While conceptually, listener-targeted remediation in dysarthria is novel, its potential should not be underestimated. Dysarthria very rarely occurs in isolation. Physical, cognitive and memory deficits frequently co-occur, all of which can greatly reduce the individual’s capacity to learn and maintain benefits from speaker-oriented interventions (Duffy, 2005). However, treatment that focuses on the neurologically intact listener (e.g., family members, friends, carers), thereby bypassing the speaker and any associated conditions that may adversely affect treatment gains, may prove key to optimising communication success in those with dysarthria (McAuliffe, Borrie, Good, & Hughes, 2010). The potential for listener-focused treatments, whereby the listener may be trained to better understand dysarthric speech, is theoretically based in the fields of speech perception and perceptual learning.

1.3 SPEECH PERCEPTION

Speech perception has been defined as “the process of imposing a meaningful perceptual experience on an otherwise meaningless speech input” (Massaro, 2001, p. 14870). It is a broad term which encompasses a number of perceptual processes that facilitate comprehension and interpretation of individual spoken words, or a collection of words within a spoken phrase or sentences (i.e., connected speech). Knowledge of the processes that underpin a listener’s ability to perceive spoken language is critical for an understanding of perceptual learning of speech. Accordingly, this section begins with a review of the basic processes of speech perception.
1.3.1 Spoken Word Recognition

On the surface, spoken word recognition appears a seemingly effortless task. However, the identification of a spoken target must be selected from literally hundreds of thousands of possibilities. Over the past four decades, significant research efforts have been devoted to detailing the processes that enable a listener to carry out the task of spoken word recognition. The development of theoretical models to account for recognition of spoken words reveals that it is in fact a highly complex skill. Some of the more influential models of spoken language recognition include the Logogen model (Morton, 1969), the Cohort theory (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978), the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986), the Shortlist model (Norris, 1994), the Neighbourhood Activation model (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), and the PARSYN model (Luce, Goldinger, Auer, & Vitevitch, 2000). A detailed account of each of these models is beyond the scope of this thesis; instead, the reader is directed to Liss (2007) for a summary of each of the models identified above. While varying in their specifics, all of the models commonly assume that two fundamental perceptual processes underlie the recognition of spoken words: lexical activation and lexical competition.

1.3.1.1 Lexical Activation

Lexical activation is the initial process involved in spoken word recognition. As a word is produced, a cohort of lexical items with similar acoustic features to that of the spoken word is activated (e.g., Connine, Blasko, & Wang, 1994; Connine, Titone, Deelman, & Blasko, 1997; Marslen-Wilson, 1990; Stevens, 2004; Zwitserlood, 1989). Processes of lexical activation begin as soon as the initial phonemes of the spoken word are produced, and as such, the role of word onsets in activation have received considerable attention (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Nooteboom, 1981). For example, upon presentation of the syllable onset el, items such elephant, elevator and elementary may be activated and identified as possible lexical candidates for later word recognition (P. Warren & Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1988). Early descriptions of lexical activation postulated that activated items included those with similar word onsets (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) and later extended to also include items with similar stressed syllable patterns (Cutler & Norris, 1988). However, most recent models of lexical activation contend that any consistency between input and representation can facilitate activation of lexical items. For example, word-final position can contribute to the activation of lexical items, which is particularly relevant where
the target word attains its uniqueness during the final segment of its production (e.g., *batter-batten*) (Connine, Blasko, & Titone, 1993; Connine, et al., 1997). Other lexical activation cues may arise in similarities in rhyme (e.g., *speaker-beaker*) (Allopena, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998) and phonetic properties, even when there is no shared position-specific segment (e.g., *shun-gong*) (Luce, et al., 2000).

### 1.3.1.2 Lexical Competition

Once a cohort of lexical possibilities is activated, the process of lexical competition may then proceed. Word items that are viewed as more likely candidates are facilitated, and items that are regarded as less likely candidates are discarded (Liss, 2007). This process of facilitation and inhibition continues until a final word remains. The remaining word is selected and recognition of the word occurs. Thus lexical competition results in the identification of the lexical candidate that best matches the spoken input.

The efficiency and accuracy with which this process transpires is influenced by lexical neighbourhood density (the number of words which are similar to the target) (Luce, et al., 2000; Luce & Pisoni, 1998) and word frequency effects (how frequently the target occurs in everyday speech) (Luce, et al., 2000). Sub-lexical effects such as listener expectation based on co-articulatory acoustic cues (Davis, Marslen-Wilson, & Gaskell, 2002; P. Warren & Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1988) and positional probabilities of phonemes (Luce, et al., 2000; Luce & Large, 2001) also have the potential to affect the competition process.

### 1.3.2 Recognition of Connected Speech

While the processes of activation and competition among lexical items continue to operate during the recognition of connected speech (i.e., spoken phrases or sentences), these processes are subject to further influence by the intended meaning of the message (e.g., Samuel, 1981). With connected speech, the semantic and syntactic relationships between spoken words cultivate a source of lexical predictability. This enables the listener to tolerate a degree of acoustic ambiguity not afforded by the recognition of words produced in isolation. A well-known phenomenon, phonemic restoration, highlights this very point. In their seminal work, Warren and Warren (1970) showed that when specific phonemes had been extracted from a short passage and replaced with a cough sound, listeners claimed to have heard the
phonemes presented, that is, the absent phonemes and the cough production—in sum, listeners restored the absent phonemes. These studies, along with others (Garnes & Bond, 1976), provided convincing evidence that the perception of words within an utterance is strongly influenced by the lexical predictability provided within the spoken message. However, in order to parse connected speech into individual word items, an additional process, \textit{lexical segmentation}, is required. Figure 1.1 contains a pictorial representation of spoken word recognition and the interplay of the perceptual processes: lexical segmentation, lexical activation, and lexical competition.
Figure 1.1. Perceptual processes involved in the recognition of spoken language.

Lexical Segmentation
- Continuous speech stream is segmented into individual words.

Lexical Activation
- Spoken input activates a cohort of possible lexical candidates.

Lexical Competition
- Competition among activated candidates for the lexical item that best matches the spoken input.
1.3.2.1 Lexical Segmentation

Connected speech is comprised of a continuous stream of acoustic energy. From this continuous acoustic stream, a listener must determine where one word ends and where the next begins. This process of identifying word boundaries is achieved by lexical segmentation, a language-specific perceptual process considered central to the understanding of spoken language recognition (e.g., Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Segui, 1986). Early literature examining the process of speech segmentation reported two distinct and contrasting theories to account for its occurrence; lexically driven processes and sublexically driven processes. Lexically driven processes are dependent on knowledge of the structure of language (e.g., semantic plausibility and syntactic rules) and lexical items are activated in line with the rules and regularities of language (e.g., McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994; Stevens, 2004). In contrast, sublexically driven processes rely on sublexical cues including prosody and syllabic stress (Cutler & Norris, 1988), phonotactic probabilities (e.g., McQueen & Cutler, 1998), allophonic variations (e.g., Nakatani & Dukes, 1977), and expectations concerning the nature of coarticulatory productions (e.g., Davis, et al., 2002) to identify the beginning and ends of a word. For example, Culter and colleagues (1992; 1988) proposed the Metrical Segmentation Strategy (MSS), wherein listeners will exploit prosodic properties of the signal to predict the location of word-onsets in connected speech when phonemic ambiguity is high (see also Mattys, White, & Melhorn, 2005). Based on the statistical probabilities of English, it is thought that speech segmentation will be largely successful if listeners treat strong syllables (those receiving relative stress through longer duration, fundamental frequency change, increased loudness, and relatively full vowel) as word onsets in a stream of connected speech (Cutler & Carter, 1987). Evidence of this strategy can be found in listener’s lexical boundary error (LBE) patterns, manifested in the tendency to mistakenly insert lexical boundaries before strong syllables and to delete boundaries before weak syllables.

Most recently, it has been proposed that lexical segmentation involves the integration of both lexical and sublexical processing strategies (McQueen & Cutler, 2001b). Framed within this integrative model, Mattys and colleagues (2005) have suggested that the use of lexical and sublexical information to segment speech may depend on the quality of acoustic signal and the richness of contextual information to which the listener is exposed. This hierarchical model of lexical segmentation postulates that listeners will employ low-cost lexically driven strategies when the speech signal quality is high and/or context is rich and
will integrate the higher-cost sublexically driven strategies as required. Specifically, in instances where segmental information is insufficient to afford any cues for lexical segmentation, listeners will utilise suprasegmental properties to inform word boundary decisions (Mattys, et al., 2005).

Speech perception research has traditionally focused on the linguistic aspects of the speech signal (e.g., Luce, et al., 2000; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994). Linguistic properties refer to the phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic elements expressed through the word, phrase, and sentences of a spoken message (Levi & Pisoni, 2007). However, the speech signal carries indexical information as well. This information occurs independent of the spoken message and provides details pertaining to specific attributes of the speaker (e.g., Hagiwara, 1997; Van Lancker, Kreiman, & Emmorey, 1985). The influence of indexical information in processing of spoken language is now being acknowledged.

1.3.3 Recognition of Indexical Information

Indexical properties of speech refer to speaker-specific attributes that afford information regarding the individual’s identity (e.g., Van Lancker, Kreiman, & Emmorey, 1985; Van Lancker, Kreiman, & Wickens, 1985), gender (e.g., Munson, McDonald, DeBoe, & White, 2006), regional dialect (e.g., Hagiwara, 1997; Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995), and emotional state (e.g., Costanzo, Markel, & Costanzo, 1989; Frick, 1985; Murry & Arnott, 1993; Scherer, Banse, Wallbott, & Goldbeck, 1991). They manifest acoustically in features such as fundamental frequency, formant spacing, breathiness, relative segment durations, overall speaking rate, and vocal effort (Nygaard, 2008). Indexical signal properties introduce substantial variability, both within and between speakers, and can profoundly influence the acoustic realisations of speech (e.g., Hillenbrand, et al., 1995; Nearey, 1978; Nygaard, 2008; Peterson & Barney, 1952). Traditional accounts of speech perception have focused predominantly upon on the processing of linguistic information, largely ignoring the potential contributions of indexical properties of the signal to speech perception (e.g., Luce, et al., 2000; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Morton, 1969; Norris, 1994). While acknowledging the existence of indexical properties, traditional theoretical paradigms contend that such information is processed independently of linguistic information (e.g., Halle, 1985). It has been assumed that the perceptual system will recruit a normalisation
process to enable it to deal with the enormous acoustic variation imposed by individual speaker productions (e.g., Brown & Carr, 1993; Halle, 1985; Joos, 1948). Under normalisation, the perceptual system removes any distinctive and variable features imposed by the speaker, reducing the acoustic signal down to its most pure and normalised linguistic form. With an abstractly defined, stable representation of the linguistic information imprinted within a listener’s memory, speech perception can continue successfully in the face of substantial individual acoustic variability (see Goldinger, 1998; Tenpenny, 1995 for reviews).

However, these conventional models have been challenged by research which demonstrates that, rather than being discarded in the process of perception, indexical properties may play a key role in the recognition of spoken language (e.g., Mullennix & Pisoni, 1990; Summerfield, Haggard, Foster, & Gray, 1984). Evidence that linguistic processing is influenced by indexical properties is demonstrated in a number of studies that observe a perceptual benefit with indexical consistency. Creelman (1957) correlated word recognition in noise with percent recognition accuracy when word lists were produced under single- versus multiple-speaker conditions. They found an inverse relationship between intelligibility and number of speakers: word recognition increased as speaker numbers decreased. Mullennix, Pisoni and Martin (1989) replicated the findings and observed increased speed and accuracy of word recognition under single- versus multi-speaker conditions. A number of other studies have also demonstrated the perceptual advantage of single-speaker conditions (e.g., Goldinger, Pisoni, & Logan, 1991; Martin, Mullennix, Pisoni, & Summers, 1989; Palmeri, Goldinger, & Pisoni, 1993) and findings extend to hearing-impaired adults (Kirk, Pisoni, & Miyamto, 1997) and preschool children (Ryalls & Pisoni, 1997). Evidently, perception of spoken language is influenced by indexical variation. This has led to the proposal that speech perception is in fact a highly integrated process, whereby indexical properties of lexical items are retained and encoded alongside linguistic information (Goldinger, 1996, 1998; Pisoni, 1997). The development of theoretical models of speech perception must, therefore, account for the role of acoustic variability, both linguistic and indexical, evident in spoken language (Nygaard, 2008).

Degraded speech represents an extreme form of acoustic variation. With dysarthria, this variability can manifest in both linguistic (e.g., irregular articulatory breakdowns) and indexical (e.g., variable speech rate) properties of the signal (see section 1.2.2). To date, an
account of how the perceptual system deals with the neurologically degraded speech signal is yet to emerge.

1.3.4 Recognition of Dysarthric Speech

While significant research efforts have been devoted to the study of spoken language recognition, few studies have attempted to apply models of speech perception to recognition of dysarthric speech. This is somewhat surprising, given the recognised role of the listener in speech intelligibility (e.g., Hustad & Beukelman, 2001; Yorkston, Strand, & Kennedy, 2006). Recently however, researchers have begun to direct their attention towards theoretical models of speech perception, and the insights these models may offer to the perception of dysarthric speech. It has been postulated that the acoustic degradations that characterise dysarthric speech are likely to interfere with the fundamental processes involved in speech perception: lexical activation, lexical competition, and lexical segmentation (Liss, 2007). For example, phonemic distortions may activate larger than necessary lexical cohorts and increase cognitive demands of lexical competition (Liss, 2007; Nusbaum & Schwab, 1986). Furthermore, segmental ambiguity may necessitate reliance on sublexical cues to achieve lexical segmentation, yet the deviant speech features observed in dysarthric speech may hinder the success of applying such strategies.

To date, perhaps the most pertinent research regarding the application of models of spoken language processing to the perception of dysarthric speech is found in two successive studies by Liss and colleagues (1998; 2000a). These studies offer insight into the perceptual challenge that different types of dysarthric speech pose to the process of lexical segmentation. In the first study, a group of 70 listeners transcribed experimental phrases produced by speakers with hypokinetic dysarthria associated with Parkinson’s disease (Liss, et al., 1998). Hypokinetic dysarthria is characterised by a rapid speaking rate, monotony, monoloudness, and phoneme imprecision (Darley, et al., 1969b), all of which serve to diminish syllable strength contrastivity. The listener’s orthographic transcriptions were analysed for percent words correct (PWC) to obtain an index of the overall intelligibility of the dysarthric signal. Analysis of LBE patterns was also conducted on the transcripts. Based on the MSS predictions (see section 1.3.2.1), LBE analysis enables segmentation errors to be interpreted relative to syllable stress. Findings of this suprasegmental level error pattern analysis revealed that listeners made a large number of lexical segmentation errors and the pattern of
errors was generally consistent with the predictions offered by the MSS, in which boundary decisions were guided by prosodic cues. In addition, when individual speaker data was analysed, the study found that listeners were less successful at applying the predicted segmentation strategies with speakers exhibiting the greatest acoustic evidence of decreased syllabic contrastivity. These findings provided support for the initial predictions that the reduced syllabic stress cues that are typically evident in speakers who exhibit hypokinetic dysarthria would interfere with processes of lexical segmentation.

A follow-up study compared listener processing of two different types of dysarthric speech that differed significantly in their perceptual presentation: hypokinetic dysarthria (rapid rate, monotony, reduced vowel working space) and ataxic dysarthria (tendency toward syllabic isochrony, excessive loudness variation, and reduced vowel working space consequent to reductions in vowel strength) (Liss, et al., 2000a). A group of 60 listeners transcribed 60 experimental phrases produced by speakers of a particular speech type (hypokinetic, ataxic, or control), with \( n = 20 \) in each group. Analysis of the transcripts was identical to the earlier study (Liss, et al., 1998). Examination of the LBEs made by listeners transcribing dysarthric speech revealed different error patterns for lexical segmentation of hypokinetic versus ataxic speech. While listeners transcribing hypokinetic speech conformed to MSS predicted error patterns, the patterns for listeners transcribing ataxic speech revealed a weak or lack of adherence to the expected patterns. The authors hypothesised that the two types of dysarthria posed different perceptual challenges for the listener. Specifically, it was proposed that the prosodic deficits that characterise the ataxic speech signal may interfere with the processes of lexical segmentation to a greater degree than the prosodic deficits that characterise the hypokinetic speech signal. These studies offer insight into some of the challenges that may arise with employing typical perceptual processes to understand neurologically degraded speech.

Recent work by Mattys and Liss (2008) took this one step further and investigated the effect of indexical variability on the perception of hyperkinetic dysarthria. In this study, 72 listeners were assigned to one of three speech types (control, mild dysarthria, severe dysarthria), with \( n = 24 \) in each group. Listeners were presented with two consecutive blocks of speech stimuli: (1) 60 words (half produced by a female speaker and the other half by a male speaker), (2) 40 of the same words from block one (half produced in the same voice and the other half in the other voice) and 20 different words (half produced by a female speaker.
and the other half by a male speaker). Listeners were required to decide if each word in the second block had been played in the initial block (“old” or “new”), regardless of whether the word was produced by the same voice. The authors observed that, for all three speech types, words were better recalled if played in the same voice, as opposed to a different voice between the two successive blocks. In addition, the perceptual advantage of indexical consistency was significantly greater for listeners recalling words produced by speakers with dysarthria relative to neurologically intact controls. The findings extend support for models of spoken word recognition in which indexical information informs linguistic processing (e.g., Palmeri, et al., 1993). Furthermore, it appears that speaker-specific detail may be particularly important when listeners are challenged by the speech of individuals with dysarthria.

These three studies provide the initial foundations for the development of a theoretical account that describes perceptual processes involved in the recognition of dysarthric speech. There is preliminary evidence to suggest that while the dysarthric signal may interfere with the fundamental processes of speech perception, models of typical speech recognition may offer some application to the processing of neurologically degraded speech (e.g., Mattys & Liss, 2008). However, any model that attempts to account for the processing of a degraded or atypical speech signal must also appreciate the adaptive nature of the perceptual system. Accordingly, a discussion of perceptual learning ensues.

1.4 PERCEPTUAL LEARNING

Defined as “relatively long-lasting changes to an organism’s perceptual system that improves its ability to respond to its environment and are caused by this environment” (Goldstone, 1998, p. 585), perceptual learning of speech refers to the experience-evoked capacity to adapt or retune the speech perception system. That is, when listeners are familiarised with a speech signal that is unfamiliar or ambiguous, they are able to modify their perceptual strategies for subsequent processing of the atypical speech (Samuel & Kraljic, 2009). Based on interactive models of speech perception, it is proposed that an individual’s perceptual system is flexible, and dynamically adjusts to match the information provided in the incoming signal (e.g., McClelland & Elman, 1986).
Evidence for an adaptable speech perception system has been demonstrated in numerous studies that have reported perceptual learning for listeners familiarised with atypical speech (e.g., Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Davis, Johnsrude, Herrvais-Adelman, Taylor, & McGettigan, 2005; Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Francis & Nusbaum, 2009; Francis, Nusbaum, & Fenn, 2007; Golomb, Peelle, & Wingfield, 2007; Greenspan, Nusbaum, & Pisoni, 1988; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003). Based on these findings, it has been speculated that perceptual learning may be one avenue by which listeners could learn to better process dysarthric speech and, hence ultimately, result in the development of a treatment that facilitates improved outcomes for individuals with dysarthria (Liss, 2007). However, few studies have investigated perceptual learning of the neurologically degraded speech signal. Furthermore, those that have, yield equivocal findings (e.g., Garcia & Cannito, 1996; Liss, et al., 2002). Accordingly, an overview of perceptual learning with atypical speech is provided before reviewing its application to dysarthric speech.

1.4.1 Perceptual Learning of Atypical Speech

The laboratory study of perceptual learning has revealed important information about the ways in which familiarisation with atypical speech alters perception. At the phoneme level, it has been shown that perceptual shifts in phoneme category boundaries occur following experience with ambiguous tokens embedded within lexical contexts (e.g., Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Eisner & McQueen, 2006; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005, 2006; Norris, et al., 2003). For example, Norris et al. (2003) observed that when Dutch listeners were presented with an ambiguous phoneme (acoustically and perceptually halfway between /s/ and /f/) in real or non-word contexts, listeners were able to extend the boundaries of one of their internal fricative categories (/s/ or /f/) to include the ambiguous phoneme. That is, listeners’ internal representations of the acoustic information constituting of /s/ or /f/ shifted to accommodate the ambiguous phoneme. The nature of the learning attributed to the phenomenon of category shifting has been termed perceptual adaptation, whereby training facilitates an acoustic-phonetic re-mapping of phonological information at the segmental level of perceptual processing (e.g., Eisner & McQueen, 2005).

Perceptual learning effects have also been reported as improvements in intelligibility (word recognition accuracy) of atypical speech following a familiarisation experience. These unfamiliar or degraded acoustic signals can vary significantly along multiple phonetic and/or
prosodic dimensions to that of typically encountered speech. Intelligibility benefits have been demonstrated in listeners who received training with foreign-accented (e.g., Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Weill, 2001) and hearing-impaired speech (e.g., McGarr, 1983), as well as artificially manipulated acoustic signals such as noise-vocoded (e.g., Davis & Johnsrude, 2007; Davis, et al., 2005), computer-synthesised (Francis & Nusbaum, 2009; Greenspan, et al., 1988; Hoover, Reichle, Van Tasell, & Cole, 1987), and time-compressed (e.g., Golomb, et al., 2007) speech. As with phonemic category shift research, it is postulated that the source of perceptual benefit occurs primarily at the segmental level of perceptual processing. When listeners are exposed to the atypical speech pattern, the unique and systematic acoustic-phonetic characteristics of the atypical signal are mapped onto a listener’s existing phonological space, causing a shift in perceptual representation of particular phonemes (e.g., Dupoux & Green, 1997; Francis, et al., 2007). This shift is thought to benefit the cognitive-perceptual processes of speech perception, particularly lexical activation (e.g., reduced activation of a larger than necessary lexical cohort) and lexical competition (e.g., reduced competition for processing resources and increased likelihood of correct target selection), thereby yielding improved intelligibility.

Based on a number of findings, the most plausible account for these segmental benefits is that familiarisation with the atypical signal induces an attentional shift toward more phonetically informative acoustic cues (e.g., Francis & Nusbaum, 2000; Francis, et al., 2007; Nusbaum & Goodman, 1994; Pisoni, Lively, & Logan, 1994). According to this explanation, familiarisation with the atypical signal does not increase the quality or the quantity of the available acoustic information, but rather directs cognitive resources to those cues considered most relevant for recognition of the unique speech. For example, Francis et al., (2000) provided empirical evidence that the provision of category-level feedback for listeners familiarised with synthetic speech provoked changes in the way in which place of articulation cues were exploited. More recently, Francis and Nusbaum (2009) observed a relationship between working memory and perceptual learning, wherein listeners familiarised with synthetic speech were better able to utilise working memory for improved recognition of the atypical signal. If a familiarisation experience does in fact improve the distribution of attentional resources (i.e., increased attention toward more informative cues at the expense of less relevant information), demands on working memory may decline, and improved recognition may result (Francis, et al., 2007).
Perceptual learning research using time-compressed speech, a signal characterised by systematic manipulation to its temporal characteristics, has demonstrated that listeners may also learn something about the global prosodic features of the speech signal—specifically its rhythmic qualities (e.g., Pallier, Sebastian-Galles, Dupoux, & Christophe, 1998; Sebastian-Galles, Dupoux, Costa, & Mehler, 2000). The mechanism for this learning may be described as rhythmic expectancy, whereby listeners can anticipate and focus attention on high-yield aspects of the signal when they have adapted to the systematically varied rate and rhythm. Sebastian-Galles and colleagues (2000) examined perceptual learning of time-compressed speech across different language classes with distinguishably different rhythmic patterns (syllable-timed vs. stress-timed vs. mora-timed). They found that perceptual learning outcomes were influenced by the rhythmic properties of the training signal. For example, familiarisation with syllable-timed languages facilitated improved processing of other syllable-timed languages, but not with signals that differed in rhythmic patterns. This suggests that acoustic-phonetic remapping is not the only source of benefit that underlies experience-evoked intelligibility improvements and that suprasegmental learning may facilitate subsequent lexical segmentation of speech with similar rhythmic structure.

Traditionally assumed to have limited relevance to linguistic processing (e.g., Halle, 1985), a role for indexical information in perceptual learning of speech has recently been acknowledged (e.g., Loebach, Bent, & Pisoni, 2008). Nygaard and colleagues (1994) found that listeners trained to identify the names of ten unfamiliar speakers exhibited significantly greater recognition scores when presented with novel words produced by these same speakers, relative to listeners presented with novel words produced by unfamiliar speakers. Similar perceptual benefits afforded by attention to indexical properties of the signal were observed with sentence-level recognition in a follow-up study (Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998). In addition, the benefit of speaker familiarity on subsequent linguistic processing has been replicated with older individuals (Yohan & Sommers, 2000). More recently, Loebach et al., (2008) revealed that the perceptual benefit of training on indexical properties may also extend to the perception of noise-vocoded speech. Listeners engaged in a speaker identification task made significant intelligibility improvements and furthermore, the performance gains were as great as those achieved by listeners engaged in a linguistic-based transcription training task. Thus, these studies generate preliminary evidence that indexical information may also inform recognition of artificially degraded speech.
Taken together, it appears likely that multiple potential sources of perceptual learning exist. While the evidence regarding learning sources and the relative contribution of different levels of information is limited, it may be presumed that familiarisation with atypical speech enables listeners to extract something about the unusual regularities of the signal, and that this facilitates improved perceptual processing in subsequent encounters. Until now, this tutorial has treated familiarisation or training with atypical speech in a rather nebulous way. However, the specific ways in which listeners receive training vary on a number of levels including familiarisation material, familiarisation conditions, and amount of familiarisation. Such factors may or may not influence the longevity of learning and whether effects are generalised across stimuli and/or speakers. These characteristics of perceptual learning are discussed in turn.

1.4.1.1 Familiarisation Material

Familiarisation material describes the stimuli (usually speech) used to promote perceptual learning of the speech signal. Studies have reported that perceptual learning may be most robust when listeners are familiarised with real word, rather that nonword, stimuli (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005; McQueen & Mitterer, 2005; Norris, et al., 2003). This suggests a lexical influence in perceptual learning of speech. When listeners were familiarised with an ambiguous phoneme embedded within word or nonword training material, category boundary shifts were identified only for those listeners trained with real words (Norris, et al., 2003). Using noise-vocoded speech, a signal characterised by systematic manipulation to its spectral information, similar findings regarding the benefit of lexical information were reported (Davis, et al., 2005). Listeners trained with sentences containing real words demonstrated improved word recognition of the noise-vocoded speech signal, whereas the learning response was not identified for listeners familiarised with nonword sentence stimuli. When the familiarisation material was further manipulated to remove sentence-level or syntactic information, it was found that sentence-level meaning did not appear crucial to perceptual learning. Specifically, listeners familiarised with syntactic prose sentences—grammatically correct sentences with real words but no sentence-level meaning (e.g., the effect supposed to the consumer)—achieved similar perceptual learning effects as those of listeners presented with semantically coherent English sentences. While this was the case, syntactic content alone did not appear to be the critical element behind perceptual learning. Listeners who were presented with jabberwocky sentences—sentences with real English function words but
nonword content words (e.g., *the tekeen garung to the sumeeun*)—exhibited significantly less perceptual learning than listeners trained with sentences containing only real words. It was concluded that lexical information drove perceptual learning of noise-vocoded speech (Davis, et al., 2005). However, in a subsequent study, both word and nonword familiarisation material facilitated improved word recognition of noise-vocoded speech when training stimuli compromised of individual words, as opposed to the sentence-level stimuli previously employed (Hervais-Adelman, Davis, Johnsonrude, & Carlyon, 2008). Thus, lexical information may not be crucial to the facilitation of a perceptual learning response when the stimuli, as is the case with single words, can be accurately retained in short-term memory.

1.4.1.2 Familiarisation Conditions

A second issue relates to the provision, or otherwise, of feedback to augment the auditory stimuli during familiarisation. That is, whether knowledge of the atypical productions is required for perceptual learning outcomes to be realised. The evidence on this issue is varied. McQueen et al. (2006) demonstrated that learning to categorise an ambiguous phoneme could be achieved with a simple auditory listening experience (passive familiarisation). However, other studies have demonstrated that learning may necessitate more explicit conditions, wherein listeners are provided with feedback about classification performance or written information regarding the intended lexical targets (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005; Fenn, Nusbaum, & Margoliash, 2003). Learning of synthetic speech has been reported following passive experience with auditory stimuli (e.g., Koul & Hester, 2006; Reynolds, Isaacs-Duvall, & Haddox, 2002) and in studies that have employed a more explicit familiarisation procedure (e.g., Greenspan, et al., 1988; Reynolds, et al., 2002; Schwab, Nusbaum, & Pisoni, 1985). Studies comparing passive and explicit learning conditions with noise-vocoded speech have reported superior performance outcomes when the degraded stimuli is supplemented with undistorted (auditory or written) versions of the spoken targets (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005; Loebach, Pisoni, & Svirsky, 2010). In sum, it appears that perceptual learning may take place automatically when the learning entails subtle adjustments to an existing phonetic category distinction (e.g., Norris, et al., 2003). However, adaptation to an entirely novel category distinction (e.g., Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991) or to an acoustic signal with substantial acoustic degradation (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005) may require more explicit familiarisation.
1.4.1.3 Amount of Familiarisation

The amount of familiarisation listeners are afforded has also varied substantially across studies. Extremely rapid learning effects have been observed following less than one minute of familiarisation with natural changes in speech rate (e.g., J. L. Miller, 1981; J. L. Miller & Liberman, 1979) and spectral degradations (e.g., Summerfield, et al., 1984; Watkins, 1981). Several minutes of familiarisation enabled perceptual learning of time-compressed (Mehler et al., 1993; Pallier, et al., 1998) and foreign-accented speech (Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Clarke & Garrett, 2004); whereas, 25 minutes (Davis, et al., 2005), nine 20 minute sessions (Rosen, Faulkner, & Wilkinson, 1999), and four sessions of one to two hours (Stacey & Summerfield, 2007) of familiarisation has been observed for learning to better recognise noise-vocoded speech. Similar to the speculations made with learning conditions, as speech becomes increasingly degraded, longer periods of familiarisation may be required for perceptual learning outcomes to be realised. While there is no conclusive evidence regarding the amount of familiarisation needed to achieve learning, studies to date would suggest that learning occurs relatively quickly, even for severely distorted speech.

1.4.1.4 Longevity of Learning

It appears that once learning has occurred, it can remain stable over a period of time. Eisner and McQueen (2005) observed learning to categorise an ambiguous phoneme remained robust following a 25 minute time lapse. This learning was evident even when additional spoken input (not containing the ambiguous phoneme) was presented during the delay. Learning effects were also reported following a lapse of 12 hours and moreover, were not dependent upon the opportunity for consolidation during sleep (Eisner & McQueen, 2005). In contrast, studies using synthetic speech have reported the need for sleep to maintain learning effects over a 12-hour period (Fenn, et al., 2003). Robust perceptual learning outcomes, measured in terms of vowel, consonant, word, and sentence recognition were observed 7-15 days for listeners familiarised with noise-vocoded speech (McGettigan, Rosen, & Scott, 2008), and improved word recognition of synthetic speech was observed at a six months follow-up test task (Schwab, et al., 1985). While limited in terms of study numbers, preliminary evidence suggests that perceptual learning may not simply be a temporary adjustment to the listener’s perceptual system. Rather, learning of the unusual regularities within the acoustic signal may be long-lasting and facilitates permanent perceptual change.
1.4.1.5 Generalisation of Learning

Studies have also demonstrated that perceptual learning effects can generalise between lexical items (Davis, et al., 2005; Francis, et al., 2007). McQueen et al., (2006) and Norris et al. (2003) observed detectable changes in the categorisation of an ambiguous phoneme in words that differed from the targets encountered during the familiarisation task. This learning transfer was taken as evidence that learning may transpire at the sublexical level. Generalisation of learning to untrained words has also been reported in the recognition of foreign-accented speech (e.g., Clarke & Garrett, 2004), noise-vocoded speech (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005) and synthetic speech (e.g., Francis & Nusbaum, 2000). Such findings further support the notion that perceptual representations may be modified, at least to some degree, at the level of the phonetic unit.

While the evidence for learning transfer across novel lexical targets is relatively robust, the support for cross-speaker generalisation is less conclusive. Eisner and McQueen (2005) found that perceptual learning of an ambiguous fricative did not generalise to a novel speaker (i.e., one not included in the training condition). In contrast, Kraljic and Samuel (2006) reported cross-speaker generalisation for perceptual learning of an ambiguous stop phoneme. That phoneme learning generalised across speakers in some situations, but not in others, may indicate variations in the amount of speaker-specific information afforded by particular phoneme productions (Kraljic & Samuel, 2006). Evidence of learning transfer across speakers has also been found in studies with foreign-accented speech (Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Weill, 2001) and time-compressed speech (Dupoux & Green, 1997; Kouider & Dupoux, 2005), when the speakers exhibit similar speech patterns (i.e., speech modified in the same manner). Finally, learning of vocoded speech has been found to generalise between acoustic characteristics (Dahan & Mead, 2010; Hervais-Adelman, Davis, Taylor, Johnsrude, & Carlyon, 2011). While complete learning was achieved between different frequency regions (low-pass and high-pass filtered signals), carry-over was limited between different carrier signals (noise bands, sine waves, and pulse trains) (Hervais-Adelman, et al., 2011) and stimuli with minimal phonetic similarity (Dahan & Mead, 2010). Taken together, the findings indicate that the ability and extent to which learning can be generalised may be dependent on the acoustic similarity between the training and testing material.
1.4.2 Perceptual Learning of Dysarthric Speech

As the preceding discussion has established, there is substantial evidence regarding the perceptual benefit of prior experience with an atypical speech signal. It appears that listeners can learn to better process speech that is initially difficult to understand. While the source of learning continues to require further investigation, it is presumed that the listener learns something about the perceptual regularities of the unusual speech and can apply this information during subsequent encounters with the same signal. However, it is difficult to directly adopt the knowledge base and presumptions generated from studies using healthy speech variants (non-native) or laboratory manipulated speech (e.g., time-compressed or noise vocoded) to the perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Unlike those forms of atypical speech, the speech degradation that occurs in individuals with neurological impairment is, by its nature, far from consistent. Speakers may deal with issues such as fluctuating muscle tone, inadequate respiratory support that worsens with fatigue, phonatory instability, and overarching deficits in articulatory movement coordination (Duffy, 2005). Thus, while some acoustic features (e.g., hypernasality) may be consistent and pervasive in a person’s speech, others may vary widely (e.g., irregular articulatory breakdowns or variable speech rate).

To date, only a handful of studies have examined listener processing and changes to speech recognition for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech. These are reported in Table 1.1. However, given the clinical significance of improving a listener’s ability to process dysarthric speech (see section 1.2.3.3), research that investigates perceptual learning of neurologically degraded speech is critical. The majority of the existing studies have been largely clinically-based and their findings equivocal. While some research has observed significant intelligibility gains for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech (e.g., D’Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Hustad & Cahill, 2003; Liss, et al., 2002), others have not (e.g., Garcia & Cannito, 1996; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1983). Substantial variations in research designs limit the degree to which studies can be compared; however, they do provide valuable insight into variables that may influence the nature of perceptual learning with the dysarthric signal. The following section summarises the body of research presented in Table 1.1 with regards to source of learning and the variables that appear most salient in promoting improved recognition of dysarthric speech. Implications for future research are also highlighted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Speaker Participants</th>
<th>Listeners Participants</th>
<th>Experimental Groups</th>
<th>Familiarisation Conditions</th>
<th>Familiarisation Stimuli</th>
<th>Transcription Stimuli</th>
<th>Primary Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D’Innocenzo, Tjaden, &amp; Greenman (2006)</td>
<td>One individual with moderate mixed spastic-flaccid dysarthria secondary to traumatic brain injury.</td>
<td>Total of 120 normal hearing naïve individuals.</td>
<td>Assigned to one of 12 groups (n = 10) : various combinations of three familiarisation conditions (none, word list, paragraph) and four speaking conditions.*</td>
<td>Explicit.</td>
<td>Paragraph: Grandfather passage, or Word list: comprised of words in the Grandfather passage presented in random manner.</td>
<td>15 AIDS sentences.</td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for listeners familiarised with either word lists or paragraph stimuli, as compared to unfamiliarised listeners. Average magnitude of difference of 10% (word list) and 8% (paragraph). No significant difference in intelligibility scores of listeners familiarised with word list stimuli compared to listeners familiarised with paragraph stimuli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hustad &amp; Cahill (2003)</td>
<td>Five individuals with a mixed dysarthria secondary to cerebral palsy: mild hyperkinetic, mild spastic, mild spastic, severe spastic, and severe mixed spastic-hyperkinetic.</td>
<td>Total of 100 normal hearing naïve individuals.</td>
<td>Assigned to one of 5 speaker groups (n = 20): stimuli produced by one of the five speakers. NB: intelligibility scores compared across trails.</td>
<td>Passive.</td>
<td>40 HINT phrases: produced by a single speaker and presented in four sequential trials of 10 phrases. Familiarisation phrases transcribed at time of presentation.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores across four trials for all five listener groups. Average magnitude of difference of 11%. Significant intelligibility gains for severe dysarthria were realized only between the first and third or first and fourth trials. Significant intelligibility gains for mild dysarthria were realized only between the first and second trials (no change between subsequent adjacent trials).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liss, Spitzer, Caviness &amp; Adler (2002)</td>
<td>Twelve individuals with a moderate-severe dysarthria: six hypokinetic dysarthria and six ataxic dysarthria.</td>
<td>Total of 80 normal hearing naive individuals and 40 normal naive individuals.</td>
<td>Assigned to one of two familiarisation groups ($n = 40$): hypokinetic or ataxic stimuli. Results compared with two control groups ($n = 20$): no familiarisation.</td>
<td>Explicit.</td>
<td>18 phrases: three per speaker.</td>
<td>60 phrases: 10 per speaker (one dysarthria type) + 20 phrases (other dysarthria type) i.e., 60 phrases hypokinetic speech followed by 20 phrases ataxic speech.</td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners. Average magnitude of difference of 5% (hypokinetic) and 8% (ataxic). Subset of 20 low-intelligibility phrases produced by same speech type (specific familiarisation) reflected most robust improvements. Average magnitude of difference of 16% (hypokinetic) and 21% (ataxic). Subset of 20 low-intelligibility phrases produced by other speech type (general familiarisation) reflected significant improvements compared to nonfamiliarised listeners (although gains were significantly less than specific familiarisation). No significant difference in lexical boundary error patterns for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitzer, Liss, Caviness &amp; Adler (2000)</td>
<td>Twelve individuals with a moderate-severe dysarthria: six hypokinetic dysarthria and six ataxic dysarthria.</td>
<td>Total of 34 normal hearing naive individuals.</td>
<td>Assigned to one of two familiarisation groups ($n = 10$): hypokinetic speech or ataxic speech. Results compared with two control groups ($n = 14$): no familiarisation.</td>
<td>Explicit.</td>
<td>18 phrases: three per speaker.</td>
<td>60 phrases: 10 per speaker (produced by same speech type encountered in familiarisation). Created by the investigators to enable error patterns to be analysed.</td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners. Average magnitude of difference of 10% (hypokinetic) and 17% (ataxic). Significantly less substitution errors for listeners familiarised with ataxic speech compared to nonfamiliarised listeners. No significant difference in substitution errors for listeners familiarised with hypokinetic speech compared to nonfamiliarised listeners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Sample Description</td>
<td>Total of Normal Hearing Naive Individuals</td>
<td>Assigned to Two Familiarisation Groups (n = 10): Word List or Paragraph Stimuli</td>
<td>Results Compared with a Control Group (n = 10): No Familiarisation</td>
<td>Results Compared with a Control Group (n = 10): No Familiarisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjaden &amp; Liss (1995a)</td>
<td>One individual with moderate-severe mixed spastic-ataxic dysarthria secondary to Cerebral palsy.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Assigned to one of two familiarisation groups (n = 10): Word list or paragraph stimuli. Results compared with a control group (n = 10): No familiarisation.</td>
<td>Explicit.</td>
<td>Paragraph: 12 six-word sentences presented twice, or Word list: comprised of 72 words in the paragraph presented twice in random manner.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total of 30 normal hearing naïve individuals.</td>
<td></td>
<td>48 phrases: 16 questions; 16 declaratives; 16 imperatives. Created by the investigators to sample a variety of phonemes and prosodic detail.</td>
<td>48 phrases: as per Tjaden &amp; Liss (1995a).</td>
<td>48 phrases: as per Tjaden &amp; Liss (1995a).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners. Average magnitude of difference of 5% (word list) and 9% (paragraph).</td>
<td>No significant difference in intelligibility scores for listeners familiarised with paragraph stimuli compared to listeners familiarised with word lists.</td>
<td>No significant difference in intelligibility scores for listeners familiarised with paragraph stimuli compared to listeners familiarised with word lists.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjaden &amp; Liss (1995b)</td>
<td>Same speaker as per Tjaden &amp; Liss (1995a).</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Assigned to one of two groups (n = 10): treatment (speaker-oriented breath-group strategy) or treatment + familiarisation. Results compared with a control group (n = 10): No familiarisation with habitual speech.</td>
<td>Explicit.</td>
<td>12 phrases: created by the investigators to sample a variety of phonemes produced in habitual speech.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners. Average magnitude of difference of 15%.</td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to the treatment group. Average magnitude of difference of 9%.</td>
<td>Significantly higher intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to the treatment group. Average magnitude of difference of 9%.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcia &amp; Cannito (1996)</td>
<td>One individual with severe flaccid dysarthria secondary to stroke.</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Assigned to one of three groups (n = 32): Audio, visual, or audio-visual, under varying conditions: familiarisation, gesture, predictive stimuli, or situational contexts.</td>
<td>Passive.</td>
<td>Short sample conversational speech.</td>
<td>16 phrases: eight “high” and eight “low” predictive.</td>
<td>No significant difference in intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nine individuals with dysarthria of varying severity levels. Total of nine individuals (five speech pathologists and four student clinicians). Assigned to one of two familiarisation groups ($n = 3$): passive or explicit. Results compared with a control group ($n = 3$): no familiarisation. Sentence list presented three times. Novel sentence list. No significant difference in intelligibility scores for familiarised listeners compared to nonfamiliarised listeners.

Note. Relevant studies were identified by electronic databases searches of PsycINFO, MEDLINE, CINAHL, and PubMed. The searches comprised of keywords (e.g., perceptual learning, familiarisation, adaptation) paired with the term dysarthria. In addition to these electronic searches, hand searches of studies cited within an article were conducted. From this large search, those citations in which listeners were familiarised with dysarthric speech were abstracted by the first author in Table 1.1. *In studies where additional research questions are investigated, only relevant information is reported; “passive” conditions refer to familiarisation with the dysarthric signal; “explicit” conditions refer to familiarisation with the dysarthric signal and supplementary written information of the auditory targets. Intelligibility scores = word recognition accuracy; “naïve” refers to listeners with minimal or no prior experience with dysarthria; AIDS = Assessment of Intelligibility of Dysarthric Speech (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1981); HINT = Hearing in Noise Test (Nilsson, Soli, & Sullivan, 1994).
1.4.2.1 Source of Learning

Traditionally, the dysarthrias are categorised by both type and severity, dependent upon the presence of perceptual errors (segmental goodness) and patterns (e.g., speech rate and prosody, phonatory characteristics), and the degree to which these errors and patterns impact the integrity of the acoustic signal (see section 1.2.2). This conceptualisation has motivated the majority of studies of perceptual learning in dysarthria, wherein a wide variety of dysarthria types (flaccid, spastic, ataxic, hypokinetic, hyperkinetic, spastic-flaccid, spastic-hyperkinetic and spastic-ataxic) and severities (ranging from mild to severe) have been employed. Further, the few studies that have sought to identify a source of learning (i.e., “what is learnable?”) have approached dysarthric speech signal characteristics in terms of segmental versus suprasegmental degradation.

The first attempt to address “what is being learned” in a case of dysarthria was conducted by Tjaden and Liss (1995a). A non-native English speaking woman with cerebral palsy and a moderate-to-severe spastic-ataxic dysarthria provided the speech material. Normal hearing listeners transcribed her speech after first being familiarised with either her production of a read passage or with all of the words of the passage presented as a single read word list. It was expected that experience with the segmental and suprasegmental features in the read passage would be superior for perceptual learning than the single words, but ultimately both conditions benefitted intelligibility to the same degree beyond a control condition. Additional analysis confirmed that listeners learned the non-native English regularities, such as substituting /l/ for /ɾ/.

In subsequent work, Liss and colleagues (2002) attempted to develop dependent variables that would distinguish learning about segmental regularities from suprasegmental regularities. The authors examined the LBE patterns (errors that reflect a reliance on syllable stress contrasts to inform processes of lexical segmentation) of listeners familiarised with either atactic or hypokinetic dysarthria. While all listeners made the anticipated post-familiarisation intelligibility gains, LBE findings revealed no significant difference in error patterns made by familiarised listeners when compared with same signal transcriptions from nonfamiliarised listeners. It is possible that this result indicates that familiarisation does not improve a listener’s ability to perceive differences in syllable stress contrasts with atactic or hypokinetic dysarthria. However, it is also possible that the familiarisation procedure
employed by the study, just 18 phrases, was too brief to facilitate detectable changes to the cognitive-perceptual processes of lexical segmentation.

In a post-hoc exploration of these data, Spitzer et al. (2000) completed a segmental error analysis of the listener transcripts of participants who received explicit familiarisation using phrases produced by speakers with either ataxic or hypokinetic dysarthria. The study observed changes to segmental error patterns for listeners familiarised with ataxic speech but not for those familiarised with hypokinetic speech. Listeners who heard and transcribed ataxic stimuli produced a higher proportion of target consonants in word substitutions and a lower number of substitution errors that were not phonemically related to the intended targets compared to listeners who simply transcribed the ataxic speech stimuli. Interestingly, this segmental level benefit was not evident in listeners who heard and transcribed hypokinetic speech. Absence of segmental level changes for listeners familiarised with hypokinetic speech generates the hypothesis that the source of learning may be dependent upon type of dysarthria (Spitzer, et al., 2000). However, the single-level analysis employed and, again, the fleeting familiarisation procedure, must be considered.

To date, previously published studies with dysarthric speech have yet to consider indexical properties of the signal as a potential learning source. Thus, in order to provide a more complete picture of the source of learning associated with improved recognition of neurologically degraded speech, large scale studies that examine both segmental and suprasegmental processing following a more extensive familiarisation procedure are required, as are studies that investigate the role of indexical information in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Such knowledge is not only key to a theoretical framework of perceptual learning of the neurologically degraded signal, but may further inform current models of perceptual processing with typical and atypical speech.

1.4.2.2 Signal Characteristics

As with source of learning, intelligibility gains for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech may depend on the type and quality of the speech stimuli. Hustad and Cahill (2003) observed immediate improvements in recognition of mildly dysarthric speech for listeners familiarised with just 10 phrases of the speech. However, at least 30 familiarisation phrases were required for intelligibility gains to be realised with severely
dysarthric speech. Consistent with these findings, Garcia and Cannito (1996) failed to report any intelligibility benefit for listeners who received a single 16 phrase familiarisation experience with severe dysarthria. Thus, it could be hypothesised that learning to better understand severely degraded dysarthric speech may necessitate greater amounts of familiarisation than that required to achieve learning of mild forms of dysarthria.

When intelligibility scores of ataxic and hypokinetic speech stimuli were matched, Liss and colleagues (2002) found that perceptual benefits of familiarisation were greatest for listeners who heard and transcribed phrases produced by the speakers with ataxic dysarthria. This suggests that the perceptual presentation of ataxic dysarthria may be more amenable to learning than that which characterises hypokinetic dysarthria. Taken together, the small number of studies conducted thus far, have demonstrated that perceptual learning may be highly dependent upon the characteristics of the signal to be learned. While further investigation into the influence of signal type and severity is warranted, signal characteristics must also be controlled for to enable valid conclusions regarding perceptual learning of dysarthric speech to be realised.

1.4.2.3 Familiarisation Conditions

To date, two types of familiarisation conditions have been employed in studies that have examined perceptual learning of dysarthric speech: passive familiarisation (degraded signal only), and explicit familiarisation (degraded signal and written transcripts of the target stimuli). Some studies that have employed passive familiarisation have reported intelligibility gains for familiarised listeners (Hustad & Cahill, 2003); whereas others have observed no perceptual benefit following a simple auditory experience with the degraded signal (Garcia & Cannito, 1996; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1983). Similarly, when studies have utilised explicit familiarisation involving supplementary written information, intelligibility gains have been documented in some studies (D’Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Liss, et al., 2002; Spitzer, et al., 2000; Tjaden & Liss, 1995a) but not in others (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1983). Only one study has directly compared intelligibility scores for listeners familiarised under either passive or explicit conditions (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1983). While the authors reported no significant intelligibility difference between the two condition groups, the validity of the comparisons may be questionable given that of the nine listener participants, five were speech
pathologists and three were student clinicians (see section 1.4.2.4 for a discussion regarding listener familiarity).

Inconsistent conclusions regarding the benefit of passive and explicit familiarisation conditions are likely due, in part, to the varying amounts of familiarisation employed across studies. For example, listeners who failed to exhibit intelligibility improvements following passive familiarisation were familiarised with a short conversational sample (specific details not provided) of dysarthric speech (Garcia & Cannito, 1996). In contrast, Hustad and Cahill (2003) reported significant intelligibility gains for listeners familiarised with 40 phrases under passive learning conditions. From this comparison alone, it is speculated that when familiarisation is passive, a greater amount of training may be required for learning to transpire. Studies that have employed explicit familiarisation procedures indicate that the amount of training may have less impact on the perceptual benefit of familiarisation. However, a clear picture of how different conditions enhance, or otherwise, perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is yet to emerge.

The majority of previously published studies have attempted to control for the effects of passive or explicit familiarisation with dysarthric speech by comparing intelligibility scores of familiarised and nonfamiliarised listeners (e.g., D'Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Liss, et al., 2002; Tjaden & Liss, 1995a). As such, studies conducted thus far, are limited in their capacity to conclude that intelligibility improvements are a consequence of familiarisation with dysarthric speech. Rather, learning may transpire from the familiarisation experience. Current evidence of intelligibility benefits for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech would be strengthened with future studies that include a control group, where listeners are familiarised with stimuli produced by neurologically intact speakers, age- and gender-matched to the speakers providing the dysarthric stimuli. In addition, perceptual learning is only of clinical value if functional gains can persist over time. Thus, studies are required to investigate whether intelligibility gains following passive and explicit familiarisation with dysarthric speech can be maintained following a significant time lapse.
1.4.2.4 Listener Familiarity

Studies that report intelligibility improvements for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech have all employed listeners naïve to this type of speech degradation (e.g., D'Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Hustad & Cahill, 2003; Liss, et al., 2002). The single study that used speech pathologists and student clinicians as listener participants, failed to observe any intelligibility gains when listeners were familiarised with dysarthric speech under either passive or explicit conditions (relative to a group of nonfamiliarised listeners) (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1981). Thus, it may be speculated that the listeners in this study, presumed familiar with dysarthric speech, had already adapted to the degraded signal during previous unstructured interactions.

Experimental studies on listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech have yet to investigate the role of listener familiarity in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. However, a longitudinal case study that examined intelligibility judgements of speech produced by an individual with a progressive dysarthria has reported preliminary evidence for the benefit of listener familiarity (DePaul & Kent, 2000). Intelligibility judgements made by the subject’s spouse, deemed the familiar listener, were consistently higher than a group of unfamiliar listeners (n = 24) when transcribing seven word lists collected over a period of 39 months. Thus, it appears that unstructured interaction with individuals with dysarthria may afford some degree of perceptual learning. Research is required to investigate the listener familiarity in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech and must continue to be controlled for this variable in future research designs.

1.4.2.5 Summary and Future Directions

Taken together, the small number of studies conducted thus far yield preliminary evidence that listeners can learn to better recognise neurologically degraded speech. Improved word recognition for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech reveals a potentially promising avenue for future intervention—that is, employing a perceptual learning approach to address the intelligibility impairments that debilitate this population. Primarily, a perceptual learning rehabilitation approach would aim to increase intelligibility through improved signal processing for the trained listener. While ultimately treatment that targets universal verbal interactions is the gold standard, any approach that improves
communicative effectiveness affords significant clinical application. Listener training for the management of dysarthria may be particularly applicable in the following instances: when signal production does not improve with existing interventions; when speaker-oriented approaches are not recommended (e.g., in the case of flaccid dysarthria associated with myasthenia gravis); or when co-occurring physical deficits limit the utility of augmentative or alternative approaches (e.g., communication devices, gesture, etc). Moreover, treatment that targets perceptual processes may serve as an adjunct to speaker-orientated treatment to maximise performance outcomes with particular communication partners. While such an approach may or may not afford clinical application to individuals already familiar with dysarthric speech, improving intelligibility for those communication partners unfamiliar with neurologically degraded speech, including family and friends of speakers with a recently acquired dysarthria (e.g., stroke, traumatic brain injury), holds significant value.

However, the existing literature in this area is limited. If perceptual learning is to be harnessed to build a theoretical account that supports, or otherwise, the development of listener-based treatment for the management of dysarthria, a systematic program of study grounded in current models of perceptual processing is required. The initial stages of this research should establish strong empirical evidence of intelligibility improvements, investigate the source of learning, identify optimal learning conditions and determine the longevity of learning—examination of these key components with listeners who are naïve to dysarthric speech, forms the rational and basis for the current thesis.
1.5 AIMS OF THE PRESENT THESIS

The overall aim of the current thesis was to examine perceptual learning of dysarthric speech—to build on existing empirical evidence and begin the initial steps toward the development of a theoretical framework for a perceptual learning approach to the treatment of dysarthria (see section 1.4.2.5). A moderate hypokinetic dysarthria associated with PD (described in section 1.6.1.1) was used as the test case for the programme of research. The thesis is divided into three progressive phases of research, with specific aims detailed below.

1.5.1 Phase One: Familiarisation Conditions and the Mechanisms that Underlie Improved Recognition of Dysarthric Speech.

Phase one (Chapter 3) seeks to establish the fundamentals regarding perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. This initial phase investigates the familiarisation conditions required to promote subsequent and more long-term improvements in recognition of dysarthric speech and examines the source of these intelligibility effects. The specific aims of phase one are:

1. To establish sound evidence regarding intelligibility improvements for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech, relative to a group of control listeners familiarised with neurologically intact speech.

2. To identify whether the magnitude of intelligibility improvements for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech is regulated by the conditions (passive versus explicit) of the familiarisation procedure.

3. To document if intelligibility improvements for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech remain stable after a period of seven days in which no further neurologically degraded speech input is received.

4. To describe immediate and more long-term changes at segmental and suprasegmental levels of processing for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech under passive and explicit conditions.
1.5.2 Phase Two: A Follow-up Investigation into the Mechanisms that Underlie Improved Recognition of Dysarthric Speech.

Phase two (Chapter 4) follow-ups on the phase one findings and further examines the cognitive-perceptual mechanisms that underlie improved recognition of dysarthric speech. The specific aims of phase two are:

5. To determine if the changes observed at the suprasegmental level of cognitive-perceptual processing for listeners familiarised with passage-level stimuli under both passive and explicit conditions are robust when listeners are familiarised with experimental phrases designed to heighten awareness to suprasegmental information.

6. To identify whether the magnitude of intelligibility and segmental gain for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech are regulated by the stimuli (passages versus experimental phrase) and conditions (passive versus explicit) of the familiarisation procedure.

1.5.3 Phase Three: The Role of Linguistic and Indexical Information in Improved Recognition of Dysarthric Speech.

Phase three (Chapter 5) uses two different training tasks in order to identify the role of linguistic and indexical information in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. The specific aims of phase three are:

7. To identify if training to attend to indexical or linguistic properties differentially affects intelligibility benefits for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech.

8. To determine if training to attend to indexical or linguistic properties differentially affects changes at the suprasegmental and segmental level of cognitive-perceptual processing for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech.
1.6 TEST CASE: MODERATE HYPOKINETIC DYSARTHRIA ASSOCIATED WITH PARKINSON’S DISEASE

A single type and severity of dysarthria was selected for the current series of studies. This was conducted to control for signal characteristics (see section 1.4.2.3) and also to deliver a more comprehensive investigation into perceptual learning than could have been achieved if all types and severities been examined. Moderate hypokinetic dysarthria associated with PD was selected as the test case as it provides an acoustic signal in which both segmental and suprasegmental features are compromised. The test case speakers were selected based on the presence of cardinal speech features of hypokinetic dysarthria to ensure relative homogeneity of the speech samples employed. The ensuing section presents a very brief overview of PD and is followed with some background on the “classic” presentation of hypokinetic dysarthria. The operational definition of hypokinetic dysarthria employed in the current research is described in Chapter two (see section 2.2.1).

1.6.1 Parkinson’s Disease

Parkinson's disease is a chronic and progressive degenerative disease of the central nervous system. In his initial account of the disease, James Parkinson characterised the disorder by a resting tremor, disturbed gait, and a general slowness of movement (Parkinson, 1817). Today, tremor, rigidity, akinesia, and postural instability are considered the four cardinal features of PD (Adams, 1997). These motoric disturbances have been attributed to pathology within the basil ganglia control circuit and the degeneration of dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathways (Weiner & Lang, 1989). Further manifestations of PD are observed in its secondary motor symptoms and nonmotor symptoms, which include speech disorders, autonomic dysfunction, cognitive and neurobehavioral abnormalities, sleep disorders, and sensory abnormalities (Jankovic, 2008).

Parkinson’s disease ranks as the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s disease (Jankovic, 2008). Prevalence of the disorder has been estimated at 0.3% in industrialised countries, and these figures increase to 1% and 4% in individuals over 60 years and 80 years of age, respectively (Jankovic, 2008). Frequently labelled idiopathic PD, its cause is largely unknown. However, there appears to be a genetic predisposition to the development of PD, as well as a number of environmental factors that may increase disease
susceptibility (Golbe & Langston, 1993; Weiner & Lang, 1989). Treatment of PD is largely pharmacological in nature, involving levodopa medications to reduce the motoric disturbances associated with the disease (e.g., Jankovic & Marsden, 1993; Poewe, 1993; Weiner & Lang, 1989). Additional medications, surgery, and multidisciplinary management may be employed to address the secondary symptoms. A prevalent secondary motor symptom, estimated to develop in 60 to 80% of individuals with PD (Adams, 1997), is the speech disorder hypokinetic dysarthria.

1.6.1.1 Hypokinetic Dysarthria

Hypokinetic dysarthric was first described by Grewel (1957) and Canter (1963, 1965a, 1965b) and later by Darley and colleagues (1969a, 1969b). These early reports identified monopitch, reduced stress, monoloudness, imprecise consonants, rapid speaking rate, and a harsh and breathy voice as the prominent deviant speech features of hypokinetic dysarthria. Perceptual studies since that time have reported similar findings, in addition to reduced overall intelligibility (e.g., Chenery, Murdoch, & Ingram, 1988; Darley, Aronson, & Brown, 1975; Logemann, Boshes, & Fisher, 1973; Logemann, Fisher, Boshes, & al, 1978; Ludlow & Bassich, 1983; Ludlow & Bassich, 1984; Sapir et al., 2001). The large majority of these perceptual impressions of hypokinetic dysarthria are supported by acoustic studies which have demonstrated evidence of reduced fundamental frequency variation (Canter, 1965a; Ludlow & Bassich, 1984), reduced vowel formants and trajectories (Forrest, Weismer, & Turner, 1989; Weismer, 1984), abnormal quantities of spirantization and distribution of spectral energy (Weismer, 1984), and short speech segment and transition durations (Forrest, et al., 1989; Weismer, 1984). Thus, the speech symptoms most commonly demonstrated by individuals with PD include degradation to the suprasegmental (monopitch, reduced stress, monoloudness, rapid speech rate) and segmental (imprecise articulation) properties of the signal. Audio examples of hypokinetic dysarthria of PD in American English can be found at [http://www.asu.edu/clas/shs/liss/Motor_Speech_Disorders_Lab/Sound_Files.html](http://www.asu.edu/clas/shs/liss/Motor_Speech_Disorders_Lab/Sound_Files.html).
CHAPTER TWO

Methodology
2.1 METHOD OVERVIEW

The current thesis is divided into three distinct research phases: (a) phase one: familiarisation conditions and the mechanisms that underlie improved recognition of dysarthric speech (see Chapter 3); (b) phase two: a follow-up investigation into the mechanisms that underlie improved recognition of dysarthric speech (see Chapter 4); and (3) phase three: the role of linguistic and indexical information in improved recognition of dysarthric speech (see Chapter 5). While the precise nature of the perceptual learning procedures employed differs across the three phases of research, a number of methodological variables remain constant. Accordingly, the following chapter provides details on the consistent variables across the studies, with respect to listeners, speakers, acoustic analysis, experimental stimuli, and transcript analysis. Phase-specific information, including perceptual learning procedure, is detailed in the relevant chapters.

2.2 LISTENERS

One hundred and fifty healthy individuals, aged 18 to 40 years, participated in this research programme: phase one \(n = 60\), phase two \(n = 50\), and phase three \(n = 40\). Mean age and standard deviation of the listener groups are presented in the relevant chapters. All participants were native speakers of New Zealand English (NZE), passed a pure tone hearing screen at 20 dB HL at 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz and at 30 dB HL for 500 Hz bilaterally, reported no experience listening to dysarthric speech (i.e., naïve listeners), and reported no identified language, learning, or cognitive disabilities. Gender was not a variable of interest; therefore, no effort was made to balance the number of male and female listeners recruited.

The majority of the listener participants were recruited from first year undergraduate classes at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. Listener participants were also recruited from the author’s family and friends, local clubs and community organisations. Participants were assigned to one of the three research phases depending on time of recruitment. Individuals recruited in August to October 2009, June to July 2010 and July to August 2010, were assigned to phases one, two and three respectively. Each listener participated in one phase of the research only. Within each of the phases, participants were randomly assigned to the conditions that comprised the phase, using a computer-generated random number list.
2.3 SPEECH STIMULI

Three male native speakers of New Zealand English (NZE), with moderate hypokinetic dysarthria secondary to a primary diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease (PD), and three male native speakers of NZE with neurologically intact speech (controls) provided the speech stimuli for all investigations in this thesis. Each control speaker was age-matched (within two months) to one of the three speakers with dysarthria. The speakers ranged in age from 70 to 77 years, with a mean age of 72 years. Further details of the speakers are provided in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
Characteristics of the Speakers with Parkinson’s Disease and Neurologically Intact Controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers with Dysarthria</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years Post-Dx</th>
<th>SIT score</th>
<th>Control Speakers</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. “HD” and “CO” refer to hypokinetic dysarthric and control speakers, respectively. The age of the HD speakers and the number of years that have elapsed since their diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease (years post-dx) are presented in the first two data columns. The third data column contains the HD speaker’s scores on the Sentence Intelligibility Test (Yorkston, Beukelman, & Hakel, 1996) as rated by one naïve listener.
2.3.1 Selection Criteria for Speakers with Dysarthria

The operational definition of hypokinetic dysarthria employed for the current study was similar to that of Liss and colleagues (1998) and derived from the Mayo Classification System (Darley, et al., 1969a; Duffy, 2005). It required that speaker participants exhibit perceptually rapid speaking rate, monopitch, monoloudness, and reduced syllable stress. All participants also exhibited a breathy and perhaps hoarse/harsh voice. In addition, speakers selected for the current studies were required to fit within a tightly constrained operational definition of a moderate intelligibility impairment—defined as a score between 65% and 75% words correct on the Sentence Intelligibility Test (SIT; Yorkston, et al., 1996). Based on this operational definition of hypokinetic dysarthria, the three participants selected for the studies exhibited highly similar segmental and suprasegmental speech characteristics.

2.3.2 Screening Procedure for Speakers with Dysarthria

An initial pool of 43 individuals with hypokinetic dysarthria was identified from neurologist recommendations and local speech-language therapy clinics as prospective speaker participants. Each of the identified individuals was posted a cover letter and an information sheet summarising the nature of the research. Ten to 12 days later, the primary researcher made telephone contact with each of the 43 potential participants. This initial telephone conversation was used to identify interest in study participation and to screen individuals for potential inclusion in the research programme. Of these, nine individuals were identified as broadly fitting the speaker selection criteria and were subsequently invited to attend a single speech assessment session at the University of Canterbury.

2.3.3 Speech Assessment Session

All speech assessment sessions were conducted in a sound-attenuated booth at the Department of Communication Disorders, University of Canterbury. Individuals were seated in a chair and fitted with a head-mounted microphone at a 5 cm mouth-to-microphone distance. Speech output elicited during the speech assessment tasks was recorded digitally to a laptop computer using Sony Sound Forge (v 9.0, Madison Media Software, Madison, WI) at 48 kHz (16 bit sampling rate) and stored as individual .wav files on a laptop. Samples included: (a) 15 sentences that comprised the SIT (Yorkston, et al., 1996), (b) a standard
passage reading, the Rainbow Passage (Fairbanks, 1960) (see Appendix A), and (c) 72 experimental phrases (see Appendix B). Speech stimuli for the three speech tasks were presented to speakers via a PowerPoint presentation displayed on a second laptop positioned directly in front of the speakers. Large font was used to increase legibility of the stimuli. None of the nine participants experienced difficulty seeing and/or reading the speech stimuli. During the production of the stimulus phrases and passage reading, speakers were encouraged to use their ‘normal, conversational’ voice as they read the stimulus from a second computer monitor. Each sentence, passage reading, and phrase production, was saved to the hard drive as individual .wav files for later analysis.

2.3.4 Selection of Speakers with Dysarthria

Following the speech assessment, the PWC score on the SIT was calculated based on the transcriptions of a naïve judge (literate adult with normal hearing) who was not associated with the study. The experimental stimuli of those participants who met the operational definition of a moderate dysarthria were then analysed perceptually. Three certified speech-language pathologists experienced in the field of motor speech disorders (Stephanie Borrie, Dr Megan McAuliffe, and Dr Julie Liss) rated the experimental phrases according to perceptual impressions of the characteristics stated in the operational definition of hypokinetic dysarthria.

Of the nine speakers assessed, speech stimuli from six speakers were discarded due to the presence or absence of speech characteristics not noted during the initial telephone screening. These characteristics included the presence of a slow rate of speech, insufficient impairment of intelligibility based on SIT score, and the absence of one or more components of the operational definitions of hypokinetic dysarthria used. The remaining three speakers fit the perceptual inclusion criteria and hence were included in the study.

2.3.5 Selection of Control Speakers

Control speakers were selected according to the following criteria: (a) speakers of NZE, (b) male, and (c) age-matched to within two months to one of the three speakers with dysarthria. Potential speakers were excluded from the study if they reported any history of a neurological injury or disease, or any speech, language, hearing or voice disorder. The first
three speakers approached fitted all of the selection criteria and agreed to attend a single speech assessment session at the University of Canterbury. Speech assessment sessions with the control speakers were undertaken in an identical manner to those completed with the speakers with dysarthria, with the exception that the control speakers were not required to complete the SIT\textsuperscript{2}. All other measures and assessment conditions were kept constant.

**2.3.6 Selection of Experimental Phrases**

A single set of 72 experimental phrases was created by selecting 24 novel experimental phrases from each of the three speakers with dysarthria. Phrasal stress patterns were balanced, so that of the 24 phrases from each speaker, 12 were trochaic (stress on odd-numbered syllables) and 12 were iambic (stress on even-numbered syllables) in nature (see section 2.5.1, for specific details on the experimental phrases). Perceptual ratings of each phrase (see section 2.3.4) were used to ensure that each phrase included in the single speech set met the operational definition of a moderate hypokinetic dysarthria (see section 2.3.1). A second set of 72 experimental phrases was created using the corresponding control phrases produced by the neurologically intact speakers.

**2.4 ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS**

Acoustic analysis was performed on the two sets of experimental phrases. This process was conducted to objectively verify the presence of the perceived abnormal speech features in the speakers with hypokinetic dysarthria relative to the neurologically intact control speakers. Using *Time-Frequency Analysis* Software (TF32; Milenkovic, 2001), measures of phrase duration, fundamental frequency variation ($F_0$), amplitude variation, and vowel space were calculated using standard operational definitions and procedures (Peterson & Lehiste, 1960; Weismer, 1984). These metrics were chosen to validate the presence of fast rate of speech, monotone, monoloudness and reduced syllable strength contrastivity respectively. Table 2.2 presents means and standard deviation data for phrase duration, $F_0$ variation, and amplitude variation. Analysis procedures are described in further detail in the subsequent sections.

\*\textsuperscript{2} The SIT was performed to ensure speakers with dysarthria all fell within a tightly constrained category of moderate intelligibility impairment. The SIT was not used to elicit experimental speech stimuli.
Table 2.2

Mean Values for each of the Acoustic Variables of Interest across the Experimental Phrases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acoustic Variable</th>
<th>Dysarthric Speakers</th>
<th>Control Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase Duration (ms)</td>
<td>1020.09 (116.46)</td>
<td>2031.37 (349.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Variation (Hz)</td>
<td>17.67 (4.05)</td>
<td>25.96 (7.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude Variation (dB)</td>
<td>6.73 (1.32)</td>
<td>10.92 (2.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.1 Phrase Duration

Measures of phrase duration were obtained by placing cursors on the first and last acoustic evidence of phonemes on the spectrographic display, as per Liss et al. (1998). For initial or final voiced phonemes, cursors were placed at the first or last glottal pulse respectively. For initial or final fricatives, cursors were placed at the beginning or end of noise energy and for initial or final stop consonants, cursors were placed at the beginning or end of the burst release. Following this initial positioning of the cursors, placement remained stable for the remaining acoustic measurements performed on the phrases. An independent t-test, assuming equal variance, revealed that the speakers with dysarthria exhibited statistically significant reductions in phrase duration compared with the control speakers, \( t(142) = 22.93, p < .001, d = 3.88 \). Reduced phrase duration supported the perceptual impression of a rapid speech rate exhibited by the speakers with dysarthria.

2.4.2 Fundamental Frequency Variation

Fundamental frequency and its variation within each phrase was computed automatically using the TF32 pitch trace function key across the entire duration of the phrase. All pitch traces were inspected visually to identify and edit tracking errors, which occurred in some of the phrases produced by the speakers with dysarthria. An independent t-test, assuming equal variance, revealed that the speakers with dysarthria exhibited statistically significant reductions in \( F_0 \) variation compared with the control speakers, \( t(142) = 8.34, p < .001, d = 1.41 \). Reduced variation in \( F_0 \) supported the perceptual impression of monopitch exhibited by the speakers with dysarthria.
2.4.3 Amplitude Variation

Measures of amplitude and its variation within each phrase were also computed automatically over the duration of each of the phrases, using the TF32 RMS trace function. An independent $t$-test, assuming equal variance, revealed the speakers with dysarthria exhibited statistically significant reductions in amplitude variation compared with the control speakers, $t(142) = 12.36$, $p < .001$, $d = 2.06$. Reduced variation in amplitude supported the perceptual impression of monoloudness exhibited by the speakers with dysarthria.

2.4.4 Vowel Quality

To examine vowel quality, the first ($F1$) and second ($F2$) formant frequencies were measured at the temporal midpoints of six occurrences (two productions from each of the three speakers) of the vowels /i/, /a/, and /ɛ/, using both broadband spectrograms and linear predictive coding (LPC) displays. The vowels were taken from the strong syllables of the following words: *retreat, cheap, defeat, seat, meeting, and sheet* for /i/; *after, arm, darker, target, embark, and rather* for /a/; and *award, fortune, report, support, roared* and *sort* for /ɛ/. Mean formant values for each of the three vowels were used to calculate the vowel triangle area as an overall measure of vowel space for the speakers with dysarthria and matched controls. The formula was as follows: 

\[ \text{Vowel triangle area in Hz}^2 = 0.5 \times \text{ABS} \left[ F_{1/i} \times (F_{2/i}-F_{2/ɛ}) + F_{1/a} \times (F_{2/a}-F_{2/i}) + F_{1/ɛ} \times (F_{2/ɛ}-F_{2/a}) \right] \]

where \( \text{ABS} \) = absolute value, \( F_{1/i} \) = first formant frequency for /i/ vowel, and so on. The vowel triangle area generated by the speakers with dysarthria was approximately 25% smaller (171792.5 Hz$^2$) than the area generated by the identical vowels produced by the control speakers (233199.5 Hz$^2$). The perceptual impression of reduced vowel strength contrasts in the dysarthric phrases was therefore supported by the indirect measure of reduced vowel working space and the geometric area occupied by the vowel triangle derived from point vowels in strong syllables.
2.4.5 Reliability of Acoustic Measures

Twenty percent of the phrases were re-measured by the first author (intra-judge) and by a second trained judge (inter-judge) to obtain reliability estimates for the measures of phrase duration, amplitude variation, pitch variation, and vowel formats. Discrepancies between the re-measured data and the original data are reported in terms of absolute difference. Pearson’s correlation coefficients reveal the degree of association between the data sets. Table 2.3 reports strong correlations for both intra- and inter-judge reliability, with Pearson coefficients significant at, $p < .001$, for the re-analysed dependent variables.
Table 2.3.

*Mean Difference and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Intra- and Inter-judge Reliability of Acoustic Analysis Measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-judge</th>
<th>Inter-judge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$MD$ ($SD$)</td>
<td>$r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrase Duration (ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysarthric</td>
<td>4.53 (4.31)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5.97 (4.08)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude Variation (dB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysarthric</td>
<td>0.13 (0.36)</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.03 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Variation (Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysarthric</td>
<td>0.27 (0.53)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.20 (0.42)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formant frequencies (Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysarthric</td>
<td>5.00 (4.55)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>6.50 (3.42)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysarthric</td>
<td>15.00 (10.23)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8.25 (8.46)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. $F1$ = first formant; $F2$ = second format.*

* $p < .001$
2.5 EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

Primary experimental speech stimuli for the three research phases comprised a single speech set of 72 experimental phrases which had been verified perceptually and acoustically as conforming to the operational definition of moderate hypokinetic dysarthria described in section 2.3.1. In addition, readings of the Rainbow Passage (Fairbanks, 1960) from both the speakers with dysarthria and the neurologically intact controls were used as speech familiarisation stimuli in the initial phase (see Chapter 3, section 3.3.4) of the research programme.

2.5.1 Experimental Phrases

The experimental phrases were modelled on the work of Cutler and Butterfield (1992), which hypothesised that listeners rely on syllable strength to determine lexical boundaries during perception of connected speech. Each phrase consisted of six syllables and alternated phrasal stress patterns, to enable lexical boundary errors (LBEs) to be interpretable relative to syllabic strength. Half the phrases were trochaic and alternated strong-weak (SWSWSW), and the other half were iambic and alternated weak-strong (WSWSWS). The majority of the strong syllables contained full vowels and the majority of the weak syllables contained reduced vowels.

The length of the phrases ranged from three to five words. Phrases contained correct grammatical structure but no sentence level meaning (semantically anomalous) to reduce the effects of semantic and contextual knowledge on speech perception. All words were either mono- or bi-syllabic real words. The 72 phrases were used to create two speech sets of experimental phrases for the perceptual learning experiments. These were labelled speech set one and speech set two, respectively (see Appendix B).

The speech sets were balanced on a number of variables to permit direct performance comparisons, including: (a) number of phrases (36 phrases); (b) number of phrases produced by each speaker (12 phrases per speaker) (c) syllable stress pattern of the phrases (six trochaic and six iambic phrases per speaker); (d) number of words and syllables in each speech set (114 words, 216 syllables); and (e) potential number and type of lexical boundary errors (see Table 2.4). Using a Brüel & Kjær Head and Torso Simulator Type 4128-C (Brüel
& Kjær, Nærum, Denmark), all individual experimental stimuli .wav files and recordings of the Rainbow Passage (used for familiarisation material in the initial phase) were loudness calibrated to levels within ±0.1 dB. Audio presentation of all speech stimuli was set to 65 dB (A). Experimental stimuli were presented to the listeners via experimental paradigms programmed in LabVIEW 8.20 (National Instruments, TX, USA) by Dr Greg O’Beirne. The nature of these perceptual learning procedures differed for each research phase and specific details are documented in the relevant chapters.

Table 2.4

*Lexical Boundary Error Opportunities by Speech Set.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LBE opportunities</th>
<th>Speech Set One</th>
<th>Speech Set Two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IS *</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW *</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “IS”, “DS”, “IW” and “DW” refer to lexical boundary errors defined as insert boundary before strong syllable, delete boundary before strong syllable, insert boundary before weak syllable, and delete boundary before weak syllable, respectively. * = predicted errors according to the Metrical Segmentation Strategy (Cutler & Norris, 1988).

2.6 TRANSCRIPT ANALYSIS

The total data set across the three phases of the research programme consisted of 180 transcripts of 36 experimental phrases (6480 phrases). The author independently analysed the listener transcripts for three primary measures: (1) a measure of speech intelligibility—percent words correct (PWC); (2) a measure indicative of processing at the segmental level—percent syllable resemblance (PSR); and (3) a measure indicative of processing at the suprasegmental level—presence and type of lexical boundary errors (LBEs). Percent syllable
correct (PSC) were also calculated to enable the PSR measure to be viewed in context. The three primary measures are discussed in greater detail below.

2.6.1 Percent Words Correct

A PWC score, out of a total of 141 words, was tabulated for each individual listener transcript. From this, the mean PWC for the 20 listener participants in each experimental group in each research phase was derived. This score reflects a measure of intelligibility for each of the experimental conditions. Words correct were defined as those that matched the intended target exactly, as well as those that differed only by the tense “ed” or the plural “s.” In addition, substitutions between “a” and “the” were regarded as correct. The criteria for words-correct was based on other published studies which have examined listener transcripts following familiarisation with dysarthric speech (Liss, et al., 2002; Liss, et al., 1998; Liss, et al., 2000a).

2.6.2 Percent Syllable Resemblance

Transcripts were also analysed using a measure of PSR in incorrectly transcribed words. This was defined as the number of syllables that contained at least 50% phonemic accuracy to the syllable target, divided by the total number of syllable errors made. Thus, to be scored as a syllable that resembled the target, syllables with two phonemes required one correct phoneme, syllables with three phonemes required two correct phonemes, syllables with four phonemes required at least two correct phonemes, and syllables with five phonemes required at least three correct phonemes. The number of syllables that resembled the target were tallied for each transcript and divided by the total number of syllables in error for that transcript, so that the final PSR score for each transcript reflected the percentage of syllable errors that resembled the correct syllable target. Mean PSR scores for each condition were calculated. In addition, transcripts were analysed for PSC in order to examine PSR within the overall context of intelligibility. Syllables correct were defined as those that matched the intended target exactly, as well as substitutions between “a” and “the.” Each 36 phrase speech set contained a total of 216 syllables.
2.6.3 Lexical Boundary Errors

Finally, transcripts were analysed with regards to LBEs, defined as incorrect insertions or deletions of lexical boundaries. Insertion and deletion errors were further coded for location, occurring either before a strong or before a weak syllable (as per Liss, et al., 1998). Accordingly, four types of errors could be coded (see Table 2.5 for examples of coding error types): (1) insert boundary before a strong syllable (IS); (2) insert boundary before a weak syllable (IW); (3) delete boundary before a strong syllable (DS); and (4) delete boundary before a weak syllable (DW). LBE proportions for each error type were calculated as a percent score for each condition group at both initial and follow-up testing. In addition to the LBE proportion comparisons, IS/IW and DW/DS ratios based on the sum of group errors were calculated, again for each condition group at both initial and follow-up testing. According to Cutler and Butterfield (1992), these ratios are considered to reflect the strength of adherence to predicted error patterns: it is postulated that if listeners rely on syllabic strength to determine word boundaries, they will most likely make IS and DW errors. Thus, a ratio value of one reflects an equal occurrence of insertion and deletion errors before strong and weak syllables, and as the distance from one positively increases, so too does the strength of adherence to the predicted patterns of error.
Table 2.5

Example of Coding Lexical Boundary Errors from the Listener Transcripts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Phrase</th>
<th>Listener Response</th>
<th>Error Type(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listen final station</td>
<td>This is conversation</td>
<td>IW, DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afraid beneath demand</td>
<td>A fragment of mine</td>
<td>IS, DW, IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account for who could knock</td>
<td>Collect the equinox</td>
<td>DW, DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For coke a great defeat</td>
<td>Its cooler by the sea</td>
<td>DW, IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unseen machines are green</td>
<td>I’ve seen her jeans are green</td>
<td>IS, IS, IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick a chain for action</td>
<td>Flickering reaction</td>
<td>DW; DS, DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push her equal culture</td>
<td>Wishing he could watch her</td>
<td>DW; IW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admit the gear beyond</td>
<td>And once again he’s gone</td>
<td>IS, DS, IS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “IS”, “DS”, “IW” and “DW” refer to lexical boundary errors defined as insert boundary before strong syllable, delete boundary before strong syllable, insert boundary before weak syllable, and delete boundary before weak syllable, respectively.

2.6.4 Reliability of Transcript Analysis

For each research phase, 25% of the listener transcripts were randomly selected according to a computer-generated random number list and were reanalysed by the author (intra-judge) and by a second trained judge (inter-judge) to obtain reliability estimates for the dependent variables PWC, PSR and number of LBEs. Discrepancies between the reanalysed data and the original data analysis are reported in terms of absolute mean difference and Pearson’s correlation coefficients reveal the degree of association between the data sets. These values are reported in their relevant chapters.
CHAPTER THREE

Phase One: Familiarisation Conditions and the Mechanisms that Underlie Improved Recognition of Dysarthric Speech


Chapter 3 is based on the manuscript of the same name, currently under review (revision) with the Journal of Language and Cognitive Processes. Modifications to the text have been made to ensure consistency and relevance to the current chapter and thesis.
3.1 ABSTRACT

This investigation is the first in a series of three research phases which have examined perceptual learning of dysarthric speech by jointly considering intelligibility improvements and associated learning mechanisms. The current study evaluated the familiarisation conditions required to promote subsequent and more long-term improvements in perceptual processing of dysarthric speech and examined the cognitive-perceptual processes that may underlie the experience-evoked learning response. Sixty listeners were randomly allocated to one of three experimental groups and were familiarised under the following conditions: (1) neurologically intact speech (control), (2) dysarthric speech (passive familiarisation), and (3) dysarthric speech coupled with written information (explicit familiarisation). All listeners completed an identical phrase transcription task immediately following familiarisation, and listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech also completed a follow-up phrase transcription task seven days later. Listener transcripts were analysed for a measure of intelligibility, as well as error patterns at segmental and suprasegmental levels of perceptual processing. The study found that intelligibility scores for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech were significantly greater than those of the control group, with the greatest and most robust gains afforded by the explicit familiarisation experience. Relative perceptual gains in detecting acoustic-phonetic and prosodic aspects of the signal varied dependent upon the familiarisation condition, suggesting that passive familiarisation may recruit a different learning mechanism to that of a more explicit familiarisation experience involving supplementary written information. It appeared that decisions regarding resource allocation during subsequent processing of dysarthric speech may be informed by the information afforded by the conditions of familiarisation.
3.2 INTRODUCTION

Perceptual performance can improve with experience (Volkmann, 1858) and listeners can become better able to perceive a speech signal that is initially difficult to understand (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005; Francis, et al., 2007). This experience-evoked capacity to retune or adapt the speech perception system, known as perceptual learning, is defined and described in detail in Chapter 1, section 1.4. Research with various forms of atypical speech has demonstrated that familiarisation with a less than optimal speech signal can facilitate improved recognition of the signal. While the exact source of learning remains questionable, it is commonly assumed that listeners extract regularities in the atypical acoustic pattern that facilitates or accommodate subsequent processing (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.1).

Research using healthy speech variants (non-native) or laboratory modified speech (e.g., time-compressed or noise-vocoded) provide excellent examples of this regularity, wherein segmental and/or suprasegmental aspects of these speech types vary in consistent ways. However, the acoustic degradation that characterises dysarthric speech—produced upon a platform of impaired muscle tone, inadequate respiratory support, phonatory instability, and deficient articulatory movement—frequently occurs in nonsystematic and unpredictable ways (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2). Despite this nonsystematic variation, a small number of studies have demonstrated improved word recognition for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech, which suggests that at least something in the dysarthric signal may be learnable. As summarised in Chapter 1, section 1.4.2.5, the clinical significance for perceptual learning of dysarthric speech should not be underestimated. Learning to better understand the neurologically degraded speech signal may prove key to the development of listener-focused treatments that target intelligibility impairments and hence, optimise communication success for those affected by dysarthria.

However, current experimental evidence regarding perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is limited (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2) and further research is required if perceptual learning is to be exploited for rehabilitative gain. The present study is the first in a series that aims to investigate a listener’s capacity to improve recognition of dysarthric speech and, further, to elucidate the cognitive-perceptual source of the perceptual benefits associated with the familiarisation experience. As outlined in Chapter 1, section 1.6, moderate hypokinetic dysarthria associated with PD was targeted for the series of investigations.
While evidence of intelligibility improvements for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech has been reported (e.g., D’Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Liss, et al., 2002), the absence of adequate experimental control has reduced the strength of reported findings. Research conducted thus far has attempted to assess the magnitude of perceptual learning effects by comparing intelligibility scores from listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech to those who have not received familiarisation. In such cases, particularly where the familiarisation material affords similarities to the test material, it is challenging to separate the perceptual improvements that result from familiarisation with dysarthric speech, to those that may arise simply from the familiarisation experience (e.g., Hustad & Cahill, 2003; Liss, et al., 2002). In order to reliably attribute perceptual benefits to familiarisation with dysarthric speech, research is required to compare learning effects from listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech to listeners familiarised with same stimuli produced by neurologically intact speakers.

A significant methodological variation across the existing research is found in the type of familiarisation conditions employed (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2.3). There is evidence that learning may transpire automatically, as a result of passive familiarisation to the degraded auditory productions (e.g., Hustad & Cahill, 2003). There is also evidence to suggest that more explicit familiarisation involving supplementary written information may be required for perceptual benefits of familiarisation to be realised (e.g., Liss, et al., 2002). Thus far, only one study has directly compared intelligibility scores following passive versus explicit familiarisation (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1983), reporting that word recognition accuracy did not differ across these two learning conditions. The study also observed no difference in word recognition accuracy when familiarisation groups were compared to a group of nonfamiliarised listeners. However, given the nature of the nine listener participants (five speech pathologists and three student clinicians), the validity of these findings is questionable (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2.4). As such, existing research has yet to provide conclusive evidence of the learning conditions required to establish and/or promote improved recognition of dysarthric speech.
Clinically, the perceptual benefit of a familiarisation experience is of functional value only if improvements can persist over time. Therefore, research is also required to identify whether intelligibility scores achieved immediately following experience with dysarthric speech can remain stable over a period in which no further neurologically degraded speech input is received. While studies with artificially manipulated signals have demonstrated that the perceptual benefit of a familiarisation experience can continue following a significant time lapse (McGettigan, et al., 2008; Schwab, et al., 1985), the few studies that have examined familiarisation with dysarthric speech have yet to investigate this phenomena. Bearing in mind that dysarthric speech is characterised by multiple segmental and suprasegmental distortions, improved recognition of this type of speech presumably involves a number of different processing levels and significant cognitive resource. Accordingly, investigation into the longevity of perceptual learning effects with the neurologically degraded signal holds both clinical and theoretical significance.

If significant intelligibility improvements can be realised following a familiarisation experience, a critical question remains—what is the source of this performance gain? Is it that listeners have learnt something about the global prosodic features of the speech signal and can exploit these cues more readily or rather, have they learnt to recognise regularities in phonological form and apply these to their own internal representations? The cognitive-perceptual mechanisms that underlie intelligibility improvements are currently not well understood (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.1 for full details).

Taking a traditional view of speech perception, we can hypothesise that the learnable and useful regularities in the dysarthric signal will facilitate the perceptual process of lexical segmentation, lexical activation, and/or lexical competition (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.1 for an explanation of these processes). One could imagine, for example, that prior exposure to the rapid articulation rate common in hypokinetic dysarthria may allow listeners to modify their expectations of phoneme duration which in turn, may reduce ambiguity and facilitate lexical activation and competition. Or perhaps exposure to the rapid speaking rate and reduced variation in fundamental frequency facilitates lexical segmentation by encouraging attention to alternative syllabic strength contrast cues. To date however, only two studies have begun to shed light upon the possible cognitive-perceptual changes associated with improved intelligibility of dysarthric speech (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2.3 for full details). These studies have proposed that the performance benefits associated with a familiarisation
experience may occur with improved processing of segmental information (Liss, et al., 2002; Spitzer, et al., 2000). However, evidence is limited and current findings have not led to clear answers. Further examination of both segmental and suprasegmental processing for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech is required to provide a more complete picture of the learning mechanisms that may underlie improved intelligibility of neurologically degraded speech.

### 3.2.1 Current Study

The present investigation, therefore, aims to extend the existing body of literature pertaining to perceptual learning of dysarthric speech—to establish strong empirical evidence of intelligibility improvements, verify the familiarisation conditions that promote learning, document stability of learning effects over time, and investigate the source of learning. The following four questions were addressed: (1) Do listeners who are familiarised with dysarthric speech achieve higher intelligibility scores relative to listeners who are familiarised with neurologically intact speech; (2) Is there an effect of familiarisation condition, in which the magnitude of perceptual gain is regulated by the type of familiarisation experience (passive versus explicit); (3) Do perceptual gains remain stable after a period of seven days in which no further dysarthric speech input is received; (4) Are perceptual gains accompanied by changes at the segmental and/or the suprasegmental level of cognitive-perceptual processing?
3.3 METHOD

3.3.1 Research Design

A between-groups design was used to investigate perceptual learning effects associated with three different familiarisation conditions. Three groups of listeners were familiarised with passage readings under one of three experimental conditions: (1) neurologically intact speech (control), (2) dysarthric speech (passive familiarisation), and (3) dysarthric speech coupled with written information (explicit familiarisation). Following familiarisation, all listeners completed an identical phrase transcription test (initial test). Listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech returned seven days following the initial familiarisation experience and completed a second phrase transcription test (follow-up test) involving novel phrases.

3.3.2 Listeners

Data were collected from 60 young healthy individuals (47 women, 13 men) with a mean age of 25.5 years ($SD = 5.2$). See Chapter 2, section 2.2 for further details of the listener participants.

3.3.3 Speech Stimuli

Speech familiarisation material consisted of readings of the Rainbow Passage (Fairbanks, 1960) (see Appendix A) spoken by individuals with dysarthria and neurologically intact control speakers. Test material consisted of the 72 experimental phrases that made up speech set one and speech set two (see Appendix B), re-labelled for use in the current study as the initial test speech set and follow-up test speech set, respectively. See Chapter 2, section 2.5 for further details of the speech stimuli.
3.3.4 Perceptual Learning Procedure

The 60 listener participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental groups, so that each group consisted of 20 participants. The experimental groups were labelled as follows: (a) control, (b) passive-passages, and (c) explicit-passages. The experiment was conducted in two primary phases: (1) familiarisation phase and (2) initial test phase, and the passive and explicit groups participated in a third (3) follow-up test phase. Figure 3.1 contains a diagrammatic representation of the perceptual learning procedure employed.

![Diagram of perceptual learning procedure](image)

*Figure 3.1. Perceptual learning procedure divided into three phases. The first column provides details of the familiarisation phase, the second provides details of the initial test phase, and the third provides details of the follow-up test phase. *= conducted seven days post-familiarisation and initial test phase.*

The experiment was conducted in a quiet room using sound-attenuating headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 pro). Listeners were tested either individually or in pairs, located to eliminate visual distractions. The experiment was presented via a laptop computer, pre-
loaded with the experimental procedure. Participants were told that they would undertake a listening task followed by a transcription task, and that task-specific instructions would be delivered via the computer programme. This process was employed to ensure identical stimulus presentation methods across participants.

During the familiarisation phase, listeners in the control group were presented with three readings of the rainbow passage, each produced by a different speaker with neurologically intact speech. To ensure each speaker was heard in each position a similar number of times, the order in which each of the 20 participants heard the three speakers was counterbalanced. For example, two of the speakers were heard in the first position seven times and one speaker six times, with similar ratios for the second and third positions. The order was then randomized using the Knuth implementation of the Fisher-Yates shuffling algorithm (Knuth, 1998). Participants were instructed to simply listen to the three speech samples. Listeners in the passive-passages group were also given the same instruction but were presented with three readings of the rainbow passage; each produced by a different speaker with dysarthria. Listeners in the explicit-passages group were presented with the same dysarthric stimuli as the passive-passages group, however they were provided with a written transcript of the intended targets on the computer screen and were instructed to carefully read along as they listened. The order of familiarisation material was controlled using identical procedures to that described for the control group.

Immediately following the familiarisation task, all three experimental groups participated in an identical initial test phase in which they transcribed the initial test speech set. Phrases were presented one at a time and listeners were asked to listen carefully to each phrase and to type exactly what they heard. Listeners were told that all phrases contained real English words but that the phrases themselves would not make sense. They were told that some of the phrases would be difficult to understand, and that they should guess any words they did not recognise. Listeners were told to place an “X” to represent part of a phrase, if they were unable to make a guess. They were given 12 seconds to type each response. Listeners in the passive-passages and explicit-passages groups were asked to return in seven days to participate in the follow-up test phase, in which they transcribed the follow-up test speech set. Transcription instructions at the follow-up test were identical to those received at the initial testing phase. The 36 phrases in both the initial and follow-up test speech sets were presented randomly to each of the 60 listener participants.
3.3.5 Transcript Analysis

The total data set consisted of 100 transcripts of 36 experimental phrases: 60 transcripts of the initial test speech set and 40 of the follow-up test speech set. The author independently analysed the listener transcripts for PWC, PSR, PSC, and the presence and type of LBEs. Details regarding the analysis and calculation of these measures are found in Chapter 2, section 2.6. The reliability of the transcript analysis for the 100 transcripts was then measured (details of the method of reliability measurement are reported in Chapter 2, section 2.6.4). The first author and a second trained judge reanalysed 25% of the transcripts. Discrepancies between the reanalysed data and the original data analysis are reported in terms of absolute mean difference. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed to assess the relationship between the data sets. Table 3.1 summarises the results. A strong, positive correlation between the reanalysed data and original data was found for the analysis of the transcripts.

Table 3.1
Mean Difference and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Intra- and Inter-judge Reliability of the Transcript Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-judge</th>
<th>Inter-judge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD (SD)</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWC</td>
<td>0.31 (0.41)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>1.20 (1.08)</td>
<td>.96*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBE</td>
<td>0.88 (0.73)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. PWC = percent words correct; PSR = percent syllables correct; LBE = lexical boundary errors.

* p < .001.
3.4 RESULTS

3.4.1 Percent Words Correct

Figure 3.2 reflects the mean PWC scores for all three experimental groups at initial and follow-up tests. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant group effect for PWC scores immediately following familiarisation, \(F(2, 57) = 89.15, p < .001, \eta^2 = .76\). Post-hoc tests, using Bonferroni correction, revealed that PWC scores achieved by the explicit-passages group were significantly higher than those evident in the passive-passages group, \(t(38) = 5.30, p < .001, d = 1.84\), and the control group, \(t(38) = 13.24, p < .001, d = 3.76\), and that PWC scores achieved by the passive-passages group were significantly higher than those evident in the control group, \(t(38) = 8.09, p < .001, d = 2.66\). Thus, immediate intelligibility improvements were realised for both groups familiarised with dysarthric passages, with the greatest gains observed for the listeners familiarised under explicit conditions.

Paired t-tests were used to examine the within-group stability of intelligibility gains over time by comparing PWC scores from the initial and follow-up tests. Comparisons revealed that the PWC scores for both the passive-passages group, \(t(19) = 13.94, p < .001, d = 3.72\), and the explicit-passages group, \(t(19) = 12.48, p < .001, d = 2.47\), declined significantly over the seven day interval. When PWC scores from the passive-passages and explicit-passages groups at follow-up were compared with the control group, a one-way ANOVA revealed a significant group effect, \(F(2, 57) = 11.99, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = .30\). Post-hoc tests, using Bonferroni correction, indicated that while the PWC scores for the passive-passages group at follow-up were similar to those evident in the control group, \(t(38) = 0.53, p = 1.0, d = .19\), the PWC scores for the explicit-passages group at follow-up were significantly higher than both the control group, \(t(38) = 4.48, p < .001, d = 1.22\), and the passive-passages group, \(t(38) = 3.94, p < .001, d = 1.37\). Thus, while intelligibility declined over seven days for both groups familiarised with dysarthric passages, some intelligibility carry-over was observed for the listeners familiarised under explicit conditions.
Figure 3.2. Mean percent words correct (PWC) for listeners by experimental group at the initial and follow-up tests. Bars delineate + 1 standard deviation of the mean.
3.4.2 Percent Syllable Resemblance

Figure 3.3 reflects the mean PSR scores, in addition to the mean PSC scores, for the three experimental groups at initial and follow-up tests. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients demonstrated a strong relationship between the variables of PSC and PWC for all conditions (see Table 3.2). Accordingly, statistical analysis was performed on the PSR data only, as PSC findings are reflected in the analysis of PWC (see section 4.3.1).

A one-way ANOVA on the PSR scores revealed a significant group effect immediately following familiarisation, $F(2, 57) = 11.17, p < .001, \eta^2 = .28$. Post hoc tests, using Bonferroni corrections, demonstrated that PSR scores achieved by both the passive-passages group, $t(38) = 2.98, p = .01, d = 1.05$, and the explicit-passages group, $t(38) = 4.67, p < .001, d = 1.44$, were significantly higher than the control group. There was no significant difference in PRS scores achieved by the passive-passages and explicit-passages groups, $t(38) = 1.69, p = .29, d = .50$. Thus, passive familiarisation with dysarthric passages facilitated similar benefits to a segmental measure of perceptual processing as explicit familiarisation with dysarthric passages.

Paired $t$-tests were used to examine the within-group stability of segmental gains over time by comparing PSR scores from the initial and follow-up tests. Comparisons revealed that while a small increase in the PSR scores was observed at follow-up for both groups, these differences were not significant for the passive-passages group, $t(19) = 1.3, p = .20, d = .40$, and the explicit-passages group, $t(19) = 1.6, p = .11, d = .40$. When PSR scores from the passive-passages and explicit-passages groups at follow-up were compared with the control group, a one-way ANOVA revealed a significant group effect, $F(2, 57) = 20.69, p < .001, \eta^2 = .42$. Post-hoc tests, using Bonferroni correction, demonstrated that PSR scores achieved by both the passive-passages group, $t(38) = 4.49, p < .001, d = 1.37$, and the explicit-passages group, $t(38) = 6.24, p < .001, d = 2.18$, were significantly higher than the control group. There was no significant difference in PRS scores achieved by the passive-passages and explicit-passages groups at follow-up, $t(38) = 1.75, p = .26, d = .50$. Taken together, the within- and between-group comparisons on the PSR data show that the benefits to a measure of segmental processing for both groups familiarised with dysarthric passages remained robust over seven days.
Figure 3.3. Mean percent syllable correct (PSC) and mean percent syllable resemblance (PSR) for listeners by experimental group at the initial and follow-up tests. Bars delineate +1 standard deviation of the mean PSR data.
Table 3.2
*Mean Difference and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients between Percent Words Correct and Percent Syllables Correct for Listeners by Experimental Group*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>MD (SD)</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>10.5 (2.9)</td>
<td>.90*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive-Passages</td>
<td>9.9 (2.1)</td>
<td>.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive-Passages: Follow-up</td>
<td>9.9 (2.9)</td>
<td>.71*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit-Passages</td>
<td>9.2 (3.1)</td>
<td>.84*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit-Passages: Follow-up</td>
<td>10.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>.81*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a n = 20
* p < .001

3.4.3 Lexical Boundary Error Patterns

Table 3.3 contains the LBE category proportions and the sum IS/IW and DW/DS ratios for the three experimental groups at the initial and follow-up tests. Contingency tables were constructed for the total number of LBEs by error type (i.e., insertion/deletion) and error location (i.e., before strong/weak syllable) for the groups to determine whether the variables were significantly related. A within-group chi-square analysis revealed a significant interaction between the variables of type (insert/delete) and location (strong/weak) for the data generated by the control group, $X^2(1, N = 20) = 33.15$, $p < .001$, and the explicit-passages group—both immediately following familiarisation, $X^2(1, N = 20) = 76.95$, $p < .001$, and at follow-up, $X^2(1, N = 20) = 128.27$, $p < .001$. In both the control and the explicit-passage groups, erroneous lexical boundary insertions occurred more often before strong than before weak syllables, and erroneous lexical boundary deletions occurred more often before weak than before strong syllables. Such LBE error patterns are predicted (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992 see also Chapter 2, section 2.6.3). Ratio figures reflect the strength of adherence to these predicted error patterns—the greater the positive distance from “1,” the stronger the adherence. Relative to the control group, the magnitude of the IS/IW ratio is
substantially greater for explicit-passage group. This indicates that listeners familiarised
with dysarthric passages under explicit conditions learnt to utilise syllabic stress contrast cues
to inform speech segmentation. This finding was not evidenced in the data of the passive-
passage group, at either the initial or follow-up testing. While there was a small increase in
the number of erroneous lexical boundary insertions that occurred before a strong syllable
relative to a weak syllable, there was a small decrease in the number of erroneous lexical
boundary deletions that occurred before a weak syllable relative to a strong syllable.
Differences, however, were not significant both immediately following familiarisation, $X^2(1,\ N = 20) = 0.22, \ p = .71$, and at follow-up, $X^2(1,\ N = 20) = 2.25, \ p = .14$. No significant
relationship between the type and location of LBEs for the passive-passage group indicates
that the listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages under passive conditions did not learn
to utilise syllabic stress contrast cues to inform speech segmentation.

A between-group chi-square analysis was used to examine differences in error
distribution between the three experimental groups. Results identified significant differences
in error distribution between the control and passive-passage groups, $X^2(3,\ N = 40) = 38.98,\ p < .001$, and the passive-passage and explicit-passage groups, $X^2(3,\ N = 40) = 109.19, \ p < .001$. No significant difference was found between the control and explicit-passage groups,
$X^2(3,\ N = 40) = 6.34, \ p = .10$. Thus, the relative distribution of errors observed for the control
group were similar to those observed for the listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages
under explicit conditions, but this error pattern was significantly different to that observed for
the listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages under passive conditions.
Table 3.3

*Category Proportions of Lexical Boundary Errors Expressed in Percentages and Sum Error Ratio Values for Listeners by Experimental Group*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>%IS</th>
<th>%IW</th>
<th>%DS</th>
<th>%DW</th>
<th>IS-IW Ratio</th>
<th>DW-DS Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>37.15</td>
<td>15.84</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>28.21</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive-Passages</td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>21.59</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive-Passages: FU</td>
<td>29.48</td>
<td>28.87</td>
<td>23.92</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit-Passages</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit-Passages: FU</td>
<td>42.12</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>30.87</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* “IS”, “DS”, “IW” and “DW” refer to lexical boundary errors defined as insert boundary before strong syllable, delete boundary before strong syllable, insert boundary before weak syllable, and delete boundary before weak syllable, respectively. FU = Follow-up.

\(^a\) \(n = 20\)

### 3.5 DISCUSSION

The present study provides evidence of perceptual learning for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech and enables a number of conclusions to be drawn. First, intelligibility improved substantially following a relatively brief familiarisation experience with dysarthric stimuli. Second, the magnitude and robustness of the intelligibility benefits were influenced by the familiarisation conditions. Finally, performance gains were associated with changes in the processing of both segmental and suprasegmental aspects of the degraded signal. However the perceptual changes at these processing levels appeared to vary as a function of familiarisation condition. Such findings support a dynamic and adaptable speech perception system, which is further discussed with regards to speech intelligibility and cognitive-perceptual processing.
Significantly higher intelligibility scores were observed for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech compared with those familiarised with control speech. Improved processing of the dysarthric signal demonstrates that listeners can learn to better understand neurologically degraded speech. This provides evidence for a dynamic model of perceptual processing that enables online adjustments to acoustic features of dysarthric speech. Key, however, is that explicit familiarisation offered superior performance gains than those afforded by passive familiarisation, as has been previously reported with perceptual learning of noise-vocoded speech (Davis, et al., 2005; Loebach, et al., 2010). In addition to significantly larger intelligibility benefits, explicit familiarisation also facilitated some intelligibility carry-over (at seven days post-familiarisation). Listeners who received passive familiarisation did not exhibit any performance gains at follow-up. From the intelligibility data alone, it would appear that passive familiarisation with the degraded signal alone is not sufficient to facilitate any long-term changes in perceptual processing. This likely reflects the fact that there was less learning in the passive condition because, based on the performance of the control group, only approximately 25% of the words in the phrases were recognisable. Even if limited, it has been speculated that the ability to recognise some words enables listeners to use acoustic-phonetic information to modify phonemic representations (e.g., Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Norris, et al., 2003). Thus, it can be speculated that the addition of the passive-passage familiarisation allowed listeners to better exploit the 25% understandable words for an additional 13% gain. Less robust learning would lead to faster decay if, as in modular theories, learning is viewed as a temporary perceptual adjustment, allowing representations to return to pre-perceptual learning parameters over time (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005).

If intelligibility scores were considered in isolation, the explanation that the performance benefit associated with passive familiarisation was simply enhanced when familiarisation was more explicit could be assumed. However, error patterns at segmental and suprasegmental levels of perceptual processing reveal that intelligibility differences between experimental groups were not simply a case of the magnitude of learning. Listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech achieved a significantly higher percentage of syllables that bore phonemic resemblance to the targets (not including correctly transcribed syllables) relative to the control group. Thus, it appears that experience with dysarthric speech enabled listeners to better map acoustic-phonetic aspects of the disordered signal onto existing mental representations of speech sounds. This finding extends support for previous studies which
have postulated that improved recognition of dysarthric speech is sourced from segmental level benefits (Liss, et al., 2002; Spitzer, et al., 2000). However, it is difficult to account for the superior intelligibility benefits observed in listeners who received explicit familiarisation, given that the PSR scores were similar for both passive and explicit familiarisation conditions. Furthermore, there appeared to be relative maintenance of the segmental benefits afforded by both passive and explicit familiarisation conditions at follow-up. The PSR scores did not diminish on day seven for either of the familiarised groups. Thus, despite poorer words-correct intelligibility performance in the passive-passage group, the perceptual benefits to segmental processing appeared to remain. Given that word recognition scores returned to levels similar to that of the controls for passively familiarised listeners, robust improvements in phoneme perception at follow-up for this group are unexpected. Stable PSR scores in the face of a substantial intelligibility decline would serve to demonstrate that passive familiarisation to dysarthric speech does improve subsequent acoustic-phonetic mapping at seven days following the exposure experience. If the measure of syllabic resemblance is a valid index of phoneme perception accuracy, these findings raise the possibility that learning decay may occur at different rates across different levels of analysis. However, it is also possible that the decay in word recognition scores may, to some degree, be influenced by the amount of familiarisation listeners receive. While the quantity of familiarisation material was substantially more than the amount that is generally employed to study this phenomenon (e.g., D'Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Liss, et al., 2002; Tjaden & Liss, 1995a), whether increased periods of familiarisation would facilitate more robust intelligibility benefits provides a valuable direction for future investigations.

Another unexpected finding calls into question the conclusion that the difference between passive and explicit familiarisation simply reflects how much the listener has learnt. Comparison of the LBE error patterns of the control and explicit-passage groups reveal expected results. Both groups made significantly more predicted (IS and DW) errors than non-predicted (IW and DS) errors, a pattern which conforms to the MSS hypothesis (see Chapter 2, section 2.6.3 for detailed explanation). Furthermore, this pattern was stronger for the group that received explicit familiarisation than for the control group. While reduced syllable stress contrasts are a cardinal feature of hypokinetic dysarthria (Darley, et al., 1969a), the presence of written information during experience with the degraded signal presumably enabled listeners to learn something about the reduced and aberrant syllabic stress contrast cues by drawing attention to relevant acoustic information (e.g., Goldstone,
1998; Nosofsky, 1986). Such findings are supported by evidence that listeners relied on syllabic stress information to facilitate lexical segmentation of speech produced by individuals with hypokinetic dysarthria (Liss, et al., 1998), although a relatively small familiarisation procedure in a subsequent study did not elicit significant changes in LBE error patterns (Liss, et al., 2002).

The unexpected finding, then, comes with the analysis of the passive familiarisation LBE data. This group appeared to largely ignore syllabic strength contrast cues to inform speech segmentation. In contrast to listeners in the control and explicit-passages groups, listeners who received passive familiarisation were just as likely to make unpredicted errors (IW and DS) as they were to make predicted errors (IS and DW) (see Chapter 2, section 2.6.3 for explanation of MSS error patterns). This is a remarkable finding given that the sole difference between the passive and explicit groups was the addition of written information for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech under explicit conditions. Furthermore, similar LBE patterns were observed for both passive and explicit groups at follow-up suggesting, perhaps, the persistence of cognitive-perceptual strategies that were engendered by each familiarisation procedure. Thus, LBE data reveals that familiarisation conditions may differentially influence learning of suprasegmental properties. The presence of written information regarding the lexical targets appeared to promote syllabic stress contrasts as an informative acoustic cue, whereas experience with degraded signal alone essentially eliminated any cognitive attention toward this prosodic information. Interestingly, this conclusion appears to be at odds with some of the perceptual learning literature that has speculated on conditions required to achieve learning. Research has identified that perceptual learning of a signal in which segmental properties have been artificially manipulated (e.g., noise-vocoded speech) may depend on knowledge of the lexical targets (e.g., Davis, et al., 2005), whereas improved recognition of a signal in which the suprasegmental information has been modified (e.g., time-compressed speech) has been reported in the absence of any supplementary information regarding the degraded productions (e.g., Pallier, et al., 1998; Sebastian-Galles, et al., 2000). Future studies are needed to investigate why, with the neurologically degraded signal, segmental properties appear to be learned relatively automatically and yet attention toward suprasegmental information may necessitate more explicit learning conditions. In addition, research with other types and severities of dysarthric speech will enable a more comprehensive picture of perceptual learning processes to be established.
3.6 CONCLUSION

The current study yields empirical support for perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. There is evidence to suggest that greater and more robust performance gains are achieved when the degraded signal is supplemented with written information under explicit learning conditions. However, there is also evidence to suggest that, for this particular pattern and level of speech degradation, the learning afforded by passive familiarisation may be qualitatively different to that afforded by explicit familiarisation. Thus, the current study has revealed a possible relationship between familiarisation conditions (passive versus explicit) and subsequent processing of dysarthric speech. Further research is, however, required to validate such a speculation.
CHAPTER FOUR

Phase Two: A Follow-up Investigation into the Mechanisms that Underlie Improved Recognition of Dysarthric Speech
4.1 ABSTRACT

Chapter 3 reported that the intelligibility benefits afforded by a familiarisation experience with dysarthric speech were superior when the degraded speech signal was supplemented with written information. Discrepancies were also evident in speech segmentation strategies, revealing that performance differences were more than simply magnitude of benefit. It was speculated that the learning afforded by passive familiarisation may be qualitatively different to that which occurs with explicit familiarisation. To follow up on this finding, the current study aimed to determine if the key variable behind the use of particular segmentation strategies was simply the presence or absence of written information during familiarisation. Forty listeners were randomly assigned to a passive or explicit condition group (as per Chapter 3) and were familiarised with experimental phrases designed to heighten awareness of alternating syllabic stress patterns. Immediately following familiarisation, all listeners completed an identical phrase transcription task. The resultant data were compared to corresponding data from Chapter 3, wherein listeners were familiarised with a short passage reading under either passive or explicit conditions. The present study found that listeners familiarised with phrases under passive or explicit conditions demonstrated similar segmentation strategies of exploiting syllabic stress contrast cues to inform lexical boundary decisions. Thus, it was concluded that segmentation strategies are not merely influenced by the presence or absence of written information during familiarisation. In addition, intelligibility data revealed that performance improvements were greatest when linguistic properties of the degraded speech signal were emphasised with written information or linguistically-predictive familiarisation stimuli. Taken together, the findings suggest that perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is influenced differentially by the information afforded within the familiarisation procedure.
4.2 INTRODUCTION

Fundamental to an understanding of spoken language recognition is the ability to undertake *lexical segmentation*, the perceptual process that enables a continuous stream of acoustic energy to be parsed into its individual word components (Jusczyk & Luce, 2002). Most recent accounts of lexical segmentation assume an integrative model in which listeners exploit a variety of perceptual strategies to successfully segment spoken language (McQueen & Cutler, 2001a). Based on the assumption that listeners will exploit the most economical means to achieve lexical segmentation, it is postulated that perceptual strategies may be dependent upon the quality of the acoustic signal and the richness of the contextual information (Mattys, et al., 2005). When segmental information affords insufficient cues, the MSS claims that listeners will utilise the presence of strong syllables to predict the onset of a new word (Cutler & Carter, 1987). Evidence of this strategy can be found in the patterns of LBEs made by listeners during attempts to decipher degraded speech (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2.1 for full details of recognising connected speech).

The first phase of this research programme, Chapter 3, demonstrated that an experience involving either passive or explicit familiarisation with read passages produced by speakers with dysarthria facilitated immediate intelligibility improvements during subsequent transcription of dysarthric phrases. Furthermore, intelligibility gains were most pronounced under explicit conditions; that is, when the degraded stimuli was supplemented with written targets of the intended productions. Examination of possible sources of learning revealed that, despite discrepancies in intelligibility scores between conditions, both passive and explicit groups exhibited similar segmental benefits relative to the control group. However, the error patterns indicative of suprasegmental processing were remarkably different between the two condition groups. Specifically, the LBE patterns exhibited by listeners who received explicit familiarisation conformed strongly to MSS predictions, suggesting greater attention toward syllabic stress contrasts to inform word boundary decisions. In contrast, listeners who received passive familiarisation did not adhere to the predicted error patterns, reflecting a perceptual shift away from the anticipated prosodic perception cues. Thus, all listeners familiarised with dysarthric stimuli demonstrated improved intelligibility and attention toward acoustic-phonetic features, however the tendency to exploit syllabic stress cues for speech segmentation was only evident following explicit familiarisation. Accordingly, the study identified that learning mechanisms may differ depending on the familiarisation
Greenspan and colleagues (1988) reported that intelligibility scores from listeners familiarised with synthetic speech were influenced by the familiarisation stimuli; sentence-level stimuli was superior to word-level stimuli. Thus, it could be speculated that the source of learning may also be differentially influenced by the type of familiarisation stimuli used. However, previous studies with dysarthric speech have not observed a significant difference in intelligibility gains for listeners familiarised with word list versus paragraph-level stimuli (D’Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Tjaden & Liss, 1995a). It was noted that a systematic qualitative analysis of errors may be required to determine if any differential benefits are realised with respect to underlying cognitive-perceptual learning mechanisms (Tjaden & Liss, 1995a).

4.2.1 The Current Study

The current study further investigates the finding that the performance differences with passive or explicit conditions were more than simply magnitude of benefit. Its primary aim is to address why the listeners who received passive familiarisation in Chapter 3 exhibited differences in lexical segmentation compared to listeners who received explicit familiarisation. If the key variable is simply the presence or absence of written information, new listeners who receive either passive or explicit familiarisation with different types of familiarisation stimuli should elicit the same pattern as the prior results, with significant LBE pattern discrepancies. However, if the new familiarisation material specifically draws attention to the alternating syllabic stress of the transcription phrases, the condition discrepancy may disappear. This would provide evidence that the locus of learning during the familiarisation phase is dependent on the information (and density of that information) in the familiarisation procedure. Accordingly, the key research question asks: Do listeners familiarised with experimental phrases which emphasise syllabic stress cues improve their ability to exploit such cues regardless of whether learning conditions are passive or explicit? In addition, the study addressed whether there was an effect of familiarisation procedure, in which the magnitude of intelligibility and segmental gain was regulated by the type of familiarisation stimuli (passages versus phrases) and learning conditions (passive versus explicit).
4.3 METHOD

4.3.1 Research Design

A between-groups design was used to investigate perceptual learning effects associated with familiarisation procedures that varied with respect to stimuli (phrases versus passages) and condition (passive versus explicit). Two groups of listeners were familiarised with a set of 36 experimental stimuli produced by speakers with dysarthria under one of two experimental conditions: (1) auditory presentation of experimental phrases (passive-phrases), or (2) concurrent auditory and written presentation of experimental phrases (explicit-phrases). Following familiarisation, all listeners completed an identical phrase transcription test. Data from the current study was compared with the corresponding data from the two experimental groups in Chapter 3: (1) auditory presentation of passage readings (passive-passages), and (2) concurrent auditory and written presentation of passage readings (explicit-passages).

4.3.2 Listeners

Data were collected from 40 young healthy individuals (31 women, 9 men) with a mean age of 24.4 years (SD = 6.3). See Chapter 2, section 2.2 for further details of the listener participants. Data from 10 additional listeners (M = 25.8 years, SD = 4.7) who met the same inclusion criteria, was collected to provide a baseline measure of intelligibility of the testing speech set (section 4.3.3).

4.3.3 Speech Stimuli

Speech familiarisation and test material consisted of the 72 experimental phrases that comprised speech set one and speech set two (see Appendix B), re-labelled for use in the current study as familiarisation speech set and test speech set, respectively. See Chapter 2, section 2.5 for further details of the speech stimuli employed.

Baseline intelligibility of the test speech set was established by calculating the mean value of PWC scores from 10 listeners (see section 4.3.2) who transcribed the 36 phrases that
made up the test speech set. These listeners received no prior familiarisation or training.\footnote{The decision not to include a control group, in which listeners would be familiarised with phrases produced by neurologically intact speakers, was based on observations from Chapter 3. The findings of Chapter 3 indicated that listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages achieved significantly greater intelligibility benefits relative to a control group familiarised with neurologically intact speech. This observation would suggest that the inclusion of a control group is superfluous. Rather, a baseline intelligibility score of the testing material was established to provide a measure of control and validate any intelligibility gains realised with familiarisation.} Transcription task instructions were identical to those used in the test phase in the perceptual learning procedure (as described in section 4.3.4). Based on this analysis, baseline intelligibility of the test speech set was established as 20.57\% (SD = 3.4).

### 4.3.4 Perceptual Learning Procedure

The 40 listener participants were randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups, passive-phrases or explicit-phrases, so that each group consisted of 20 participants. The experiment was conducted in two distinct phases: (1) familiarisation phase, and (2) test phase. Figure 4.1 contains a diagrammatic representation of the perceptual learning procedure employed.

The experiment was conducted in a quiet room using sound-attenuating headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 pro). Listeners were tested individually. The experiment was conducted via a laptop computer pre-loaded with the experimental procedure. Participants were told that they would undertake a listening task followed by a transcription task, and that task-specific instructions would be delivered via the computer program. This process was employed to ensure identical stimulus presentation methods across participants.

During the familiarisation phase, listeners in the passive-phrases experimental group were presented with auditory productions of the familiarisation speech set and were instructed to simply listen to the phrases. Listeners in the explicit-phrases experimental group were also presented with auditory productions of the familiarisation speech set, in addition to written transcripts of the intended phrase targets, and were instructed to read these alongside the auditory productions.

Immediately following the familiarisation task, both of the experimental groups participated in an identical test phase in which they transcribed the test speech set.
Transcription task instructions were identical to that of the previous study. Phrases were presented one at a time and listeners were asked to listen carefully to each phrase and to type exactly what they heard. Listeners were told that all phrases contained real English words but that the phrases themselves would not make sense. They were told that some of the phrases would be difficult to understand, and that they should guess any words they did not recognise. Listeners were told to place an “X” to represent part of a phrase, if they were unable to make a guess. They were given 12 seconds to type each response. Presentation of all familiarisation and test phrase stimuli were presented in an entirely randomised manor for each of the 40 participating listeners.

Figure 4.1. Perceptual learning procedure divided into two phases. The first column provides details of the familiarisation phase and the second provides details of the test phase. All stimuli were produced by speakers with dysarthria. * = data reported in Chapter 3.
4.3.5 Transcript Analysis

The total data set consisted of 40 transcripts of the 36 experimental phrases that made up the test speech set. The author independently analysed the listener transcripts for PWC, PSR, PSC, and the presence and type of LBEs. Details regarding the analysis and calculation of these measures are found in Chapter 2, section 2.6. The reliability of the transcript analysis for the 40 transcripts was then measured (details of the method of reliability measurement are reported in Chapter 2, section 2.6.4). The first author and a second trained judge reanalysed 25% of the transcripts. Discrepancies between the reanalysed data and the original data analysis are reported in terms of absolute mean difference. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed to assess the relationship between the data sets. Table 4.1 summarises the results. A strong, positive correlation between the reanalysed data and original data was found for analysis of the transcripts.

Table 4.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-judge</th>
<th></th>
<th>Inter-judge</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD (SD)</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>MD (SD)</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWC</td>
<td>0.43 (0.47)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
<td>0.92 (0.56)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>0.70 (0.48)</td>
<td>.98*</td>
<td>2.10 (1.10)</td>
<td>.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBE</td>
<td>0.50 (0.53)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
<td>1.60 (0.70)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. PWC = percent words correct; PSR = percent syllables correct; LBE = lexical boundary errors.

* p < .001
4.4 Results

4.4.1 Percent Words Correct

Figure 4.2 reflects the mean PWC scores for the two experimental groups familiarised with dysarthric phrases under passive (passive-phrases) or explicit (explicit-phrases) conditions. Figure 4.2 also includes corresponding data for listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages under passive (passive-passages) and explicit (explicit-passages) conditions from Chapter 3. Baseline intelligibility, as determined by a group of ten listeners who received no familiarisation, is included for comparative purposes.

A two-way ANOVA was conducted on PWC scores of the listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech, with condition (passive or explicit) and stimuli (passages or phrases) as between subject variables. The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition, $F(1, 76) = 122.51, p < .001, \eta^2 = .27$. Thus, explicit familiarisation afforded significantly greater intelligibility gains than passive familiarisation. The main effect of stimuli was also significant, $F(1, 76) = 251.90, p < .001, \eta^2 = .55$. Thus, familiarisation with the passage stimuli afforded significantly greater intelligibility gains than familiarisation with the phrase stimuli. The interaction between condition and stimuli was not significant, $F(1, 76) = 70.58, p = .05, \eta^2 = .01$.

A one-way ANOVA was also conducted to compare the PWC scores of the listeners familiarised with passive-phrases and explicit-phrases with baseline intelligibility. The analysis revealed a significant difference in PWC scores across the three groups, $F(2, 47) = 67.17, p < .001, \eta^2 = .74$. Post hoc tests, using Bonferroni correction, demonstrated that the PWC scores achieved by the explicit-phrases group were significantly higher than both baseline intelligibility, $t(28) = 8.61, p < .001, d = 3.46$, and the passive-phrases group, $t(38) = 8.63, p < .001, d = 3.30$. However, there was no significant difference between PWC scores of the passive-phrases group and baseline intelligibility, $t(28) = 0.02, p = 1.0, d = .008$. Thus, intelligibility gains for listeners familiarised with the phrase stimuli were only realised under explicit conditions.\(^4\)

\(^4\)No significant difference in PWC scores for the passive-phrases and baseline intelligibility would suggest that the learning achieved by the explicit-phrases group can be attributed to the familiarisation procedure rather than learning something about the unique experimental stimuli.
Figure 4.2. Mean percent words correct (PWC) for listeners by experimental group. Bars delineate +1 standard deviation of the mean. *Data reported in Chapter 3.
4.4.2 Percent Syllable Resemblance

Figure 4.3 reflects the mean PSR scores, in addition to the mean PSC scores, for the two experimental groups familiarised with dysarthric phrases under passive (passive-phrases) and explicit (explicit-phrases) conditions. Figure 4.3 also includes corresponding data for listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages under passive (passive-passages) or explicit (explicit-passages) conditions. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients demonstrated a strong relationship between the variables of PSC and PWC for both the passive-phrases and explicit-phrases groups (see Table 4.2). Accordingly, statistical analysis was performed on the PSR data only, as PSC findings are reflected in the analysis of PWC (see section 4.4.1).

A two-way ANOVA was conducted on PSR scores of the listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech, with condition (passive or explicit) and stimuli (passages or phrases) as between subject variables. The ANOVA revealed a small but significant main effect of condition, $F(1, 76) = 4.30, p = .04, \eta^2 = .05$. Thus, explicit familiarisation afforded greater benefits to a segmental measure of processing than passive familiarisation. There was no significant effect of stimuli, $F(1, 76) = 1.31, p = .26, \eta^2 = .02$, or an interaction effect between condition and stimuli, $F(1, 76) = 0.14, p = .71, \eta^2 = .002$.

Table 4.2
Mean Difference and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients between Percent Words Correct and Percent Syllables Correct for Listeners by Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>MD (SD)</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive-Phrases</td>
<td>7.1 (3.5)</td>
<td>.72*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit-Phrases</td>
<td>6.3 (2.5)</td>
<td>.80*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a n = 20
* p < .001
Figure 4.3. Mean percent syllable correct (PSC) and mean percent syllable resemblance (PSR) for listeners by experimental group. Bars delineate + 1 standard deviation of the mean PSR data. * = data reported in Chapter 3.
4.4.3 Lexical Boundary Error Patterns

Table 4.3 contains the LBE category proportions and the sum IS/IW and DW/DS ratios for the two experimental groups familiarised with dysarthric phrases under passive (passive-phrases) and explicit (explicit-phrases) conditions. Table 4.3 also includes corresponding data for listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages under passive (passive-passages) and explicit (explicit-passages) conditions. Contingency tables were constructed for the total number of LBEs by error type (i.e., insertion/deletion) and error location (i.e., before strong/weak syllable) for the passive-phrases and explicit-phrases groups to determine whether the variables were significantly related.

A within-group chi-square analysis revealed a significant interaction between the variables of type (insert/delete) and location (strong/weak) for the data generated by the passive-phrases group, $X^2(1, N = 20) = 71.84, p < .001$, and the explicit-phrases group, $X^2(1, N = 20) = 89.06, p < .001$. In both of these groups, erroneous lexical boundary insertions occurred more often before strong than before weak syllables, and erroneous lexical boundary deletions occurred more often before weak than before strong syllables. Such LBE error patterns are predicted (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992 see also Chapter 2, section 2.6.3). Ratio figures reflect the strength of adherence to these predicted error patterns—the greater the positive distance from “1,” the stronger the adherence. When compared to corresponding data from Chapter 3, the ratio values observed for the passive-phrases and explicit-phrases groups are similar to those observed for the explicit-passages group. The ratios values for both the passive-phrases and explicit-phrases groups support reliance on syllabic stress contrast cues to inform speech segmentation.

A between-group chi-square analysis was also used to examine differences in the distribution of errors exhibited by the passive-phrases and explicit-phrases groups. The comparison revealed no significant difference in error distribution between the two groups, $X^2(3, N = 40) = 3.9, p = .27$. Thus, the relative distribution of errors observed for the passive-phrases group were similar to those observed for listeners in the explicit-phrases group.
Table 4.3

*Category Proportions of Lexical Boundary Errors Expressed in Percentages and Sum Error Ratio Values for Listeners by Experimental Group*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>%IS</th>
<th>%IW</th>
<th>%DS</th>
<th>%DW</th>
<th>IS/IW Ratio</th>
<th>DW/DS Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive- phrases</td>
<td>51.60</td>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit-phrases</td>
<td>51.95</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Passive-passages</em></td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>21.59</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Explicit-passages</em></td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* “IS”, “DS”, “IW” and “DW” refer to lexical boundary errors defined as insert boundary before strong syllable, delete boundary before strong syllable, insert boundary before weak syllable, and delete boundary before weak syllable, respectively.

* = data reported in Chapter 3 and included for visual comparison only.

\(a\) \(n = 20\)

### 4.5 DISCUSSION

The current investigation offers further insight into the learning mechanisms associated with improved recognition of dysarthric speech and provides evidence regarding the influence of the familiarisation procedure in this perceptual process. The primary finding was that listeners familiarised with experimental phrases exploited syllabic stress as a segmentation cue, regardless of whether the learning conditions were passive or explicit. This provides conclusive evidence that the key variable behind the use of particular segmentation strategies is not simply the presence or absence of written information during the familiarisation procedure. This finding, in conjunction with intelligibility scores and segmental processing data, is further discussed and elaborated on in the ensuing sections.

Key to an examination of underlying learning mechanisms is that intelligibility benefits for listeners familiarised with experimental phrases were only realised under explicit conditions; word recognition scores for listeners who received passive familiarisation to experimental phrases were no greater than baseline intelligibility of the testing phrases. This
raises the question as to why listeners in the passive-phrases group did not achieve the moderate intelligibility benefit afforded by passive familiarisation with read passages. The most plausible explanation relates to the fundamental intelligibility differences between the phrase and passage familiarisation stimuli. Unlike the passages, which consisted of semantically and syntactically predictable sentences within a rich story context, the phrases were semantically anomalous. As such, listeners familiarised with the experimental phrases were disadvantaged in their capacity to deploy top-down, predictive processes to decipher the intended word targets. It was only when the lexical targets were provided (explicit-phrases) that the familiarisation stimuli were sufficiently intelligibility to enable listeners to extract information required for performance gains during subsequent encounters with the degraded speech.

Yet, despite significant performance differences, both passive and explicit groups familiarised with experimental phrases made LBE patterns that conformed to MSS predicted error patterns. That is, a greater number of predicted (IS and DW) versus non-predicted (IW and DS) errors (see Chapter 2, section 2.6.3 for detailed explanation). Lexical boundary error patterns did not reflect the condition discrepancy observed in the initial study and thus, the speculation that the learning mechanisms vary depending on the presence of absence of written information, is not supported by the current data. Adherence to predicted error patterns denotes a reliance on strong syllables to identify word onsets and ratio figures reflect the strength of adherence to such patterns (Cutler & Carter, 1987). Both groups familiarised with experimental phrases elicited strong adherence to the predicted patterns, similar to the level of adherence observed for the explicit-passages group in Chapter 3 (see Table 4.2). This provides compelling evidence that the experimental phrases served to direct attention to the cue of syllabic stress for making lexical boundary decisions. What is interesting, however, is that these suprasegmental changes were evident even in the absence of improved intelligibility performance (passive-phrases group). This may indicate that learning to better detect syllables stress contrast cues precedes the realisation of any significant intelligibility improvements. In the initial study, which also examined stability of perceptual learning over time, the possibility that learning decay may occur at different rates across different levels of analysis was raised (see Chapter 3, section 3.5.2). The current LBE data, in conjunction with PWC data, would suggest the same may be true for learning across different levels of analysis. It appears that changes to suprasegmental processing may emerge faster than evidence of intelligibility benefits.
Analysis of errors indicative of segmental processing found a small but significant effect of condition; listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech under explicit conditions achieved a significantly higher percentage of syllables that bore phonemic resemblance to the targets relative to listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech under passive conditions. This analysis aimed to tap the extent to which the familiarisation process promoted acoustic-phonetic mapping that could be subsequently leveraged by the listeners. Thus, it appears that the provision of written information regarding the lexical targets may have aided perceptual mapping of acoustic information onto existing mental representations.

Comparisons of intelligibility data revealed that performance benefits were regulated by both stimuli and learning conditions. Listeners familiarised with the passage-level stimuli performed significantly better than listeners familiarised with the experimental phrases. This finding seems particularly robust given the transfer-appropriate processing theory which postulates that improvements may be magnified when learning conditions are reinstated at testing (e.g., Lockhart, 2002; Rajaram, Srinivas, & Roediger, 1998). Unlike the experimental phrases, the read passages did not afford similarities to the test stimuli. That passage-level familiarisation stimuli afforded superior intelligibility gains is consistent with early work with synthetic speech (Greenspan, et al., 1988), however, more recent studies with noise-vocoded speech suggest otherwise (Davis, et al., 2005; Loebach, et al., 2010). Davis and colleagues (2005) reported significantly greater word recognition scores for listeners familiarised with real word versus nonword sentences, but observed no performance difference for listeners familiarised with semantically meaningful versus syntactic prose sentence stimuli. It was concluded that lexical information may inform perceptual learning of sentence-level stimuli, but that this learning can transpire in the absence of sentence-level meaning (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.1.1). Findings were replicated in a recent study by Loebach, Pisoni, and Svirsky (2010). While existing studies with dysarthric speech have also observed no difference in word recognition scores for listeners familiarised with word list versus paragraph stimuli (D’Innocenzo, et al., 2006; Tjaden & Liss, 1995a), Tjaden and Liss found a pervasive trend of improved performance for listeners familiarised with paragraph stimuli produced by a speaker with spastic-ataxic dysarthria of 46% single word intelligibility. It was speculated that the disparity in type and severity of the dysarthric speech stimuli may explain the absence of this trend in the later study, wherein listeners were familiarised with stimuli produced by a speaker with flaccid-spastic dysarthria of 60% single word intelligibility (D’Innocenzo, et al., 2006). These findings, in conjunction with the
current data comparisons, suggest that reliance on linguistically-informative familiarisation stimuli to support perceptual learning of dysarthric speech may increase as intelligibility levels decrease. This speculation may similarly be applied to the evidence that listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech under explicit conditions outperformed listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech under passive conditions.

Taken together, the intelligibility data offer preliminary evidence that signal-independent information afforded by the stimuli and/or learning conditions may promote perceptual learning of this type and severity of signal degradation. Certainly there is an abundance of evidence that signal-independent information can improve perception of dysarthric speech (e.g., Dongilli, 1994; Garcia & Cannito, 1996; Garcia & Dagenais, 1998; Hammen, Yorkston, & Dowden, 1991; Hustad & Beukelman, 2001; Vogel & Miller, 1991; Yorkston, Dowden, & Beukelman, 1992). For example, Hustad and Beukelman (2001) showed increased intelligibility when severely dysarthric speech was supplemented with linguistic information in the form of alphabet cues and/or topic cues. Similarly, intelligibility of the dysarthric signal was reported greater in the context of highly predictable sentences when compared with sentences with low inter-word predictability (Garcia & Cannito, 1996; Garcia & Dagenais, 1998), and greater in the context of a sentence when compared with recognising single words in isolation (Dongilli, 1994; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1978). These findings are comparable with Lindblom's (1990) model of mutuality which postulates that when signal information is poor, signal-independent information can be used to enhance understanding of the degraded input. It appears that information independent of the acoustic signal may act as an external cue to enhance perception of dysarthric speech. The current finding suggests that signal-independent information may also enhance perceptual learning of moderate hypokinetic dysarthria.

Future research that investigates the role of signal-independent information in perceptual learning across different types and severities of dysarthria is required to apply findings more generally to perceptual learning of the neurologically degraded speech signal. Furthermore, as the current study was not designed to serve as a test of efficacy regarding different familiarisation stimuli, a number of factors were not controlled for. Listeners familiarised with read passages heard a total of 57 sentences (3 passages [19 sentences] x 3 speakers), whereas listeners familiarised with experimental phases heard a set of 36 phrases
(12 phrases x 3 speakers). Thus, a greater amount of exposure for listeners familiarised with the read passages may have interfered with the perceptual learning outcomes. In addition, no attempt was made to balance word familiarity and word frequency in the passage and phrase stimuli, although both familiarity and frequency have been identified as important factors in recognising spoken language under degraded conditions (Howes, 1957; G. A. Miller, Heise, & Lichten, 1951). Studies that control for the amount and content of the familiarisation stimuli are required to strengthen the present findings.

4.6 CONCLUSION

This study has provided further evidence that performance discrepancies cannot be fully explained in terms of magnitude of benefit. Findings revealed that the key variable behind the use of particular segmentation strategies was not simply the presence or absence of written information during familiarisation. Rather, it appears that the ability to exploit syllabic stress contrasts cues for lexical boundary decisions necessitates some level of prompting—whether that is written cues afforded by explicit conditions or experimental stimuli that emphasises prosodic patterns. Thus, while intelligibility gains were superior when learning conditions were explicit (relative to passive) or when passage-level stimuli (relative to experimental phrases) was employed, underlying error patterns would suggest that the locus of learning is influenced differentially by the information afforded within the familiarisation procedure.
CHAPTER FIVE

Phase Three: The Role of Linguistic and Indexical Information in Improved Recognition of Dysarthric Speech
5.1 ABSTRACT

Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated that the intelligibility benefits afforded by experience with dysarthric speech were realised only when the linguistic properties of the signal were emphasised with signal-independent information. However, the speech signal carries both linguistic and indexical (speaker-specific) properties. It is currently not known how the indexical features of dysarthric speech influence linguistic processing of the signal. This investigation forms the final phase of the current research programme and investigates the role of indexical information in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Forty listeners were randomly assigned to one of two identification training tasks, aimed at highlighting either the linguistic or indexical properties of the dysarthric signal. Immediately following familiarisation, all listeners completed an identical phrase transcription task. Analysis of post-training listener transcripts revealed remarkably similar intelligibility improvements for listeners trained to attend to either the linguistic (word identification task) or the indexical (speaker identification) properties of the signal. Perceptual learning effects were also evaluated with regards to underlying error patterns indicative of segmental and suprasegmental processing. Comparisons revealed no significant difference at either level of perceptual processing for the two training groups. The findings of this study suggest that elements within both the linguistic and indexical properties of the dysarthric signal are learnable and interact to promote improved processing of this type and severity of speech degradation. Furthermore, error pattern analysis indicates that similar cognitive-perceptual mechanisms may underlie the processing of indexical and linguistic information. Thus, the current study extends support for the development of a model of perceptual processing in which the learning of indexical properties is encoded and retained alongside linguistic properties of the signal (e.g., Pisoni, 1997).
5.2 INTRODUCTION

Speech perception involves extracting relevant information from both linguistic and indexical properties within the signal. Linguistic information conveys the content of the utterance. This includes phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic information afforded within the word, phrase, and sentence structures of the acoustic signal (Levi & Pisoni, 2007). Indexical information, however, refers to any of the extralinguistic elements within the signal that index specific speaker attributes (Abercrombie, 1967). This includes information pertaining to the speaker’s gender (e.g., Munson, et al., 2006), regional dialect (e.g., Hagiwara, 1997; Hillenbrand, et al., 1995), or emotional state (e.g., Costanzo, et al., 1989; Murry & Arnott, 1993) (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2 for a full discussion).

Chapters 3 and Chapter 4 of the current research programme demonstrated that experience-evoked intelligibility improvements with processing of dysarthric speech were only realised when the familiarisation procedure emphasised linguistic properties of the dysarthric signal—with linguistically-predictive passage level stimuli and/or supplementary written information. Based on this, it is plausible to assume a linguistic influence in improved recognition of dysarthric speech. However, research has yet to identify if indexical properties of the dysarthric signal can also promote perceptual learning of the neurologically degraded speech signal.

Founded on the premise that the perceptual system disregards any speaker-specific variation in an attempt to normalise the signal to a stable linguistic form, conventional models of spoken language processing have largely ignored indexical properties of the signal (e.g., Halle, 1985, see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2 for full details). However, these traditional perception paradigms are challenged by the growing body of work that has observed a speaker-specific influence on perceptual processing (again, see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2). In brief, research has identified a perceptual benefit of indexical consistency, documenting improved signal processing under single- versus multiple-speaker stimulus presentation conditions (e.g., Creelman, 1957; Goldinger, et al., 1991; Mullennix, et al., 1989). This supports the idea that listeners encode and retain indexical elements of the acoustic signal, alongside processing of the linguistic information (e.g., Pisoni, 1997). Furthermore, there is preliminary evidence to suggest that familiarisation with indexical properties of the signal may also facilitate intelligibility benefits when processing artificially modified speech signals.
(see Chapter 1, section 1.4.1.5 for full study details). To summarise, improved recognition of speech in noise was observed when novel words and sentences were produced by familiar (listeners received prior training to identify the speakers by name) versus unfamiliar speakers (Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Nygaard, et al., 1994). Similarly, perceptual benefits of prior training to attend to speaker-specific signal properties were observed with improved recognition of noise-vocoded speech (Loebach, et al., 2008). Nygaard and Pisoni (1998) have postulated that that encoding of both linguistic and indexical properties may recruit similar cognitive-perceptual processes.

Research has yet to document the exact learning mechanisms associated with indexical processing, but one hypothesis is that listeners extract something from the indexical regularities of these systematically degraded speech signals that enables improved perceptual processing during subsequent encounters. If indexical properties provide a source of learning for processing of speech in noise or noise-vocoded speech, one may readily assume the same to be true for all forms of speech degradation. However, a significant challenge arises when attempting to adopt phenomena observed in experiments using highly constrained artificially degraded speech to that of the neurologically degraded speech (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2). To illustrate, noise-vocoded speech is created by the systematic removal of specific spectral aspects of the acoustic signal (Shannon, Zeng, Kamath, Wygonski, & Ekelid, 1995). However, dysarthric speech is produced upon a platform of impaired muscle tone, inadequate respiratory support, phonatory instability, and deficient articulatory movement. The implication for speech production is that while some acoustic degradation may be relatively consistent, other breakdowns in speech occur in nonsystematic and unpredictable ways speech (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2). Thus, the influence of indexical information in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is currently unknown.

An understanding of the role that indexical information plays in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is imperative to establish a theoretical framework that supports the development of listener-based treatment for the management of this neurologically speech disorder. Such knowledge may also have implications for current models of perceptual processing. Mattys and Liss (2008) have reported on the perceptual benefit of indexical consistency for the processing of dysarthric words presented by the same, versus a different speaker (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.4); however, research has yet to investigate whether training to attend to indexical properties of the dysarthric signal can facilitate improved
recognition of this type of speech degradation. Furthermore, evidence of the associated cognitive-perceptual changes that may transpire with learning of indexical properties has yet to be documented.

5.2.1 The Current Study

The purpose of the current study was to investigate whether directing attention towards indexical information within the dysarthric signal could facilitate improved perceptual learning of this type of speech and also how this learning compares to that afforded by attention towards the linguistic properties of the signal. The present study addressed the following key questions: (1) Do listeners trained to attend to the indexical properties of the dysarthric signal demonstrate similar intelligibility benefits as those achieved by listeners trained to attend to the linguistic information; and (2) Does training to attend to indexical versus linguistic properties differentially influence error patterns at segmental and suprasegmental levels of perceptual processing?

5.3 METHOD

5.3.1 Research Design

A between-group design was used to investigate perceptual learning effects for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech via one of two types of training: (1) linguistic training (word identification task), or (2) indexical training (speaker identification task). Following training, all listeners engaged in an identical transcription task with 36 novel phrases produced by the speakers with dysarthria.

5.3.2 Listeners

Primary data were collected from 40 young healthy individuals (29 women, 11 men) with a mean age of 24.1 years ($SD = 6.3$). See Chapter 2, section 2.2 for further details of the listener participants.
5.3.3 Speech Stimuli

Familiarisation material consisted of readings of the Rainbow Passage (Fairbanks, 1960) (see Appendix A) by speakers with dysarthria. Training and test stimuli consisted of the 72 experimental phrases that made up speech set one and speech set two (see Appendix B), re-labelled for use in the current study as training speech set and test speech set, respectively. See Chapter 2, section 2.5 for further details of the speech stimuli employed.

Baseline intelligibility of the test speech set was ascertained in Chapter 4, where the mean value of the PWC scores from ten listeners who transcribed the test speech was calculated. These listeners received no prior familiarisation or training (see Chapter 4, section 4.3, for further details). Based on this analysis, baseline intelligibility of the test speech set was established as 20.57% ($SD = 3.4$).

5.3.4 Perceptual Learning Procedure

The 40 listener participants were randomly assigned to one of two training conditions, word identification (linguistic) or speaker identification (indexical)\(^5\), so that each experimental group consisted of 20 participants. The experiment was conducted in three distinct phases: (1) familiarisation phase, (2) training phase, and (3) test phase. Figure 5.1 contains a diagrammatic representation of the perceptual learning procedure employed.

\(^5\)The decision not to include control groups, in which listeners would receive linguistic or indexical training on neurologically intact speech, was based on observations from Chapter 3. The findings of Chapter 3 indicated that listeners familiarised with dysarthric passages achieved significantly greater intelligibility scores relative to a control group familiarised with neurologically intact passages. This observation would suggest that inclusion of control training groups is superfluous. Rather, the baseline intelligibility score of the test material (established in Chapter 4) was used to provide a measure of control and validate any intelligibility gains realised with training.
Figure 5.1. Perceptual learning procedure divided into three phases. The first column provides details of the familiarisation phase, the second provides details of the training phase, and the third provides details of the test phase. All stimuli were produced by speakers with dysarthria.

The experiment was conducted in a quiet room using sound-attenuating headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 pro). Listeners were tested individually. The experiment was presented via a laptop computer pre-loaded with the experimental procedure. Participants were told that they would undertake a listening task followed by a transcription task, and that task-specific instructions would be delivered via the computer programme. This process was employed to ensure identical stimulus presentation methods across participants.

During the familiarisation phase, listeners in both experimental groups were presented with three readings of the rainbow passage, each produced by a different speaker with dysarthria. To ensure each speaker was heard in each position a similar number of times, the order in which each of the 20 participants in each experimental group heard the three speakers was counterbalanced. For example, two of the speakers were heard in the first position seven times and one speaker six times, with similar ratios for the second and third positions. The order was then randomized using the Knuth implementation of the Fisher-Yates shuffling algorithm (Knuth, 1998). In addition to the readings, listeners in the speaker identification group also received the name⁶ of the speaker producing the passage (John, Bob, or Peter). All listeners were informed of the nature of their subsequent task and given relevant instructions regarding attention allocation during familiarisation with the passage readings—

⁶ Names changed to comply with participant confidentiality agreement.
listeners in the word identification group were instructed to listen carefully to any information that may help them learn to recognise what was being said and listeners in the speaker identification group were instructed to listen carefully to any information that may help them learn to recognise the speaker.

Immediately following the familiarisation phase, participants engaged in the training phase, which involved the 36 experimental phrases that made up the training speech set. Following the presentation of each individual phrase, listeners engaged in either a word or speaker identification task. Listeners in the word identification group were presented with three words and asked to use the mouse to select which word they thought they heard within the phrase. They were told that they would have heard only one of the three words. Listeners were given as long as required to make their word selection. Upon selection of a word choice, regardless of accuracy, the correct response was highlighted as feedback regarding task performance. Listeners in the speaker identification task were presented with the names of all three speakers and asked to use the mouse to select the speaker they thought they heard. As with the listeners in the word identification group, these listeners were given as long as required to make their name selection, and upon their selection of a name, the correct response was highlighted. The training phrases were presented randomly to each of the 40 listeners.

Immediately following the training task phase, both experimental groups participated in an identical test phase in which they transcribed the 36 novel phrases that made up the test speech set. Transcription task instructions were identical to those of the previous two studies. Phrases were presented one at a time and listeners were asked to listen carefully to each phrase and to type exactly what they heard. Listeners were told that all phrases contained real English words but that the phrases themselves would not make sense. They were told that some of the phrases would be difficult to understand, and that they should guess any words they did not recognise. Listeners were told to place an “X” to represent part of a phrase, if they were unable to make a guess. They were given 12 seconds to type each response. The 36 phrases that made up the test speech set were presented randomly to each of the 40 listeners.
In order to ensure listeners trained with either the word or speaker identification task recognised the desired properties within the signal, linguistic or indexical respectively, a 70% criterion\(^7\) across the 36 training items was selected. The software program that delivered the perceptual learning paradigm automatically identified whether a response was “correct” or “incorrect” on the word or speaker identification task. Responses were then tallied across the 36 items and converted into a single percent item correct score for each individual listener. Figure 5.2 shows that listeners all performed above the 70% criterion on the training task and subsequently, the final analysis involved analysis of all 20 listener transcripts per training group (see section 5.3.5). An independent \(t\)-test between percent correct identification for listeners who received the word identification training task \((M = 77.36, SD = 4.2)\) and listeners who received the speaker identification training task \((M = 77.56, SD = 4.6)\) revealed no statistically significant difference between the two training groups, \(t(38) = 0.08, p = .97, d = .02\). This would suggest that similar levels of attention towards the intended training targets across the two experimental groups was achieved.

\(^7\) Based on the study by Nygaard and Pisoni (1998) in which the authors employed a 70% criterion to separate “good” from “poor” learners.
Figure 5.2. Percent items correct for listeners trained to attend to linguistic information \((n = 20)\) and for listeners trained to attend to indexical information \((n = 20)\).

### 5.3.5 Transcript Analysis

The total data set consisted of 40 transcripts of the 36 experimental phrases that made up the test speech set. The author independently analysed the listener transcripts for PWC, PSR, PSC, and the presence and type of LBEs. Details regarding the analysis and calculation of these measures are found in Chapter 2, section 2.6. The reliability of the transcript analysis for the 40 transcripts was then measured (details of the method of reliability measurement are reported in Chapter 2, section 2.6.4). The first author and a second trained judge reanalysed 25% of the transcripts. Discrepancies between the reanalysed data and the original data analysis are reported in terms of absolute mean difference. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed to assess the relationship between the data sets. Table
5.1 summarises the results. A strong, positive correlation between the reanalysed data and original data was found for analysis of the transcripts.

Table 5.1

Mean Difference and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Intra- and Inter-judge Reliability of the Transcript Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-judge</th>
<th></th>
<th>Inter-judge</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD (SD)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>MD (SD)</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWC</td>
<td>0.21 (0.34)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
<td>0.52 (0.46)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>0.40 (0.52)</td>
<td>.97*</td>
<td>1.00 (0.47)</td>
<td>.91*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBE</td>
<td>0.30 (0.48)</td>
<td>.99*</td>
<td>0.90 (0.57)</td>
<td>.98*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. PWC = percent words correct; PSR = percent syllables correct; LBE = lexical boundary errors.

* $p < .001$.

5.4 RESULTS

5.4.1 Percent Words Correct

Figure 5.3 reflects the mean PWC scores for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech via either a linguistic or indexical training task. Baseline intelligibility, as determined by a group of ten listeners who received no prior training (see section 5.3.3), is included for comparative purposes. A one-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of group for PWC scores following familiarisation, $F(2, 47) = 13.9, p < .001, \eta^2 = .37$. Post hoc tests, using Bonferroni correction, indicated that PWC scores of listeners in both the indexical, $t(28) = 4.84, p < .001, d = 1.85$, and linguistic, $t(28) = 4.81, p < .001, d = 2.17$, training groups were significantly higher than the baseline intelligibility. There was no significant difference in PWC scores between the linguistic or indexical training groups, $t(38) = 0.04, p = .999, d =$
.01. Thus, similar intelligibility gains were observed for the listeners who received linguistic training and the listeners who received indexical training.

![Figure 5.3. Mean percent words correct (PWC) for listeners by experimental group. Bars delineate + 1 standard deviation of the mean.](image-url)
5.4.2 Percent Syllable Resemblance

Figure 5.4 displays the mean PSR scores, in addition to the mean PSC scores, for listeners familiarized dysarthria speech via either a linguistic or indexical training task. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients demonstrated a strong relationship between the variables of PSC and PWC for both training groups (see Table 5.2). Accordingly, statistical analysis was performed on the PSR data only, as PSC findings are reflected in the analysis of PWC (see section 5.4.1). An independent groups t-test revealed no significant difference in PSR scores achieved by the two training groups, \( t(38) = 1.01, p = 3.20, d = .32 \). Thus, the indexical training task facilitated similar reliance on a segmental measure of perceptual processing as the linguistic training task.

Table 5.2
Mean Difference and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients between Percent Words Correct and Percent Syllables Correct for Listeners by Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>( MD \ (SD) )</th>
<th>( r )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>7.11 (2.69)</td>
<td>.75*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexical</td>
<td>7.97 (3.23)</td>
<td>.84*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a n = 20 \)

\( ^* p < .001 \)
Figure 5.4. Mean percent syllable correct (PSC) and mean percent syllable resemblance (PSR) for listeners by experimental group. Bars delineate + 1 standard deviation of the mean PSR data.

5.4.3 Lexical Boundary Errors

Table 5.3 contains the LBE category proportions and the sum IS/IW and DW/DS ratios for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech via either a linguistic or indexical training task. Contingency tables were constructed for the total number of LBEs by error type (i.e., insertion/deletion) and error location (i.e., before strong/weak syllable) for the two training groups to determine whether the variables were significantly related. A within-group chi-square analysis revealed a significant interaction effect between the variables of type (insert/delete) and location (strong/weak) for the data generated by the group of listeners who received the linguistic training task, $\chi^2(1, N = 20) = 47.57, p < .001$, and by the group of
listeners who received the indexical training task, $X^2(1, N = 20) = 73.10, p < .001$. Thus, in both of the training groups, erroneous lexical boundary insertions occurred more often before strong than before weak syllables, and erroneous lexical boundary deletions occurred more often before weak than before strong syllables. Such LBE error patterns are predicted (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992 see also Chapter 2, section 2.6.3). Ratio figures reflect the strength of adherence to these predicted error patterns—the greater the positive distance from “1,” the stronger the adherence. Thus, ratio values for both the linguistic and indexical training groups support a strong reliance on syllabic stress contrast cues to inform speech segmentation. However, the magnitude of the IS/IW ratio is substantially greater for the indexical training group relative to the linguistic training group. Thus, the ratio values also indicate that reliance on syllabic stress contrast cues may be greater for the listeners who received indexical training.

A between-group chi-square analysis was used to examine differences in the distribution of errors exhibited by the linguistic and indexical training groups. The comparison revealed no significant difference in error distribution between the two groups, $X^2(3, N = 40) = 4.50, p = .21$. Thus, the relative distribution of errors observed for the linguistic training group were similar to those observed for the indexical training group.

Table 5.3

Category Proportions of Lexical Boundary Errors Expressed in Percentages and Sum Error Ratio Values for Listeners by Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>%IS</th>
<th>%IW</th>
<th>%DS</th>
<th>%DW</th>
<th>IS/IW Ratio</th>
<th>DW/DS Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>51.72</td>
<td>19.27</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexical</td>
<td>54.53</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>18.74</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “IS”, “DS”, “IW” and “DW” refer to lexical boundary errors defined as insert boundary before strong syllable, delete boundary before strong syllable, insert boundary before weak syllable, and delete boundary before weak syllable, respectively.

$^a n = 20$
5.5 DISCUSSION

The two earlier investigations of this research programme established the perceptual benefit of a familiarisation procedure in which linguistic properties of the dysarthric stimuli were emphasised. Accordingly, the present investigation sought to identify if perceptual learning of dysarthric speech is also influenced by indexical information within the signal. The current study observed intelligibility improvements following training on indexical properties of the signal, and moreover, that these paralleled the performance gains achieved following training on linguistic signal properties. In addition, error patterns at both segmental and suprasegmental levels of perceptual processing for listeners who received indexical training were remarkably similar to those exhibited by listeners who received linguistic training. Thus, the perceptual learning afforded by an indexical training task was comparable to that which occurred following a linguistic training task. Findings and implications are further discussed with regards to models of perceptual processing.

Listeners who completed a training task that emphasised the indexical properties of the neurologically degraded signal achieved intelligibility scores that were significantly higher than the baseline intelligibility of the data set. Thus, it appears that attention to the indexical elements of the dysarthric signal may provide a source of learning in perceptual adaption to this type and severity of speech degradation. While different perceptual learning paradigms were employed, the findings validate those reported by Nygaard and colleagues (1998; 1994) wherein improved linguistic processing of speech in noise was observed with prior training to identify the names of the 10 speakers providing the speech stimuli. Furthermore, the present study found that intelligibility improvements following an indexical training task were virtually identical to those observed for listeners familiarised with a training task in which linguistic properties were highlighted. Comparable intelligibility scores, regardless of training type, demonstrated that directing perceptual attention towards indexical elements of the signal afforded a similar performance gain to that achieved by directing attention towards the linguistic properties. This finding is consistent with previous research using noise-vocoded speech which found that intelligibility scores following familiarisation with indexical elements of the signal (speaker identification task) were equivalent to those following familiarisation with linguistic elements of the signal (transcription task) (Loebach, et al., 2008). Thus, the current findings reveal that the perceptual benefit of indexical information on processing of speech that has been
systematically degraded continues to be robust under the highly variable and frequently inconsistent acoustic degradation that is associated with the dysarthric signal.

From the performance data alone, the following two conclusions can be drawn: that training to attend to indexical properties of the neurologically degraded signal does provide some perceptual benefit (relative to no training), and that this level of benefit is similar to that which is afforded by training on the linguistic aspects of the signal. Traditional views of perceptual processing do not account for the processing of speaker-specific detail, and thus the current findings extend support for the development of new theoretical paradigms in which indexical properties inform recognition of spoken language (e.g., Goldinger, 1998; Palmeri, et al., 1993; Pisoni, 1997).

In addition to the performance data, listeners trained with a task that emphasised either the linguistic or the indexical properties of the dysarthric signal exhibited similar types of error patterns at the segmental and suprasegmental levels of perceptual processing. Analysis of segmental-level errors revealed no significant difference in the number of syllables the resembled their phonetic target (PSR) between the linguistic and indexical training groups. Thus, even when training encouraged perceptual attention toward indexical elements of the dysarthric signal, listeners gleaned just as much information about the learnable acoustic-phonetic features as listeners trained to attend specifically to the linguistic properties. Furthermore, with a greater number of predicted (IS and DW) versus non-predicted (IW and DS) LBEs for both training groups, the current findings reveal similar segmentation strategies for listeners trained to attend to indexical or linguistic signal properties. Thus, suprasegmental-level errors demonstrated that both training groups adhered to the MSS, which postulates reliance on syllabic stress contrast cues to inform speech segmentation decisions (see Chapter 2, section 2.6.3 for full details). Such a finding may be expected, given the nature of training stimuli—phrases that were designed to specifically draw attention to the alternating syllabic stress of both the training and transcription phrases (see Chapter 2, section 2.5.1). The current findings, therefore, validate those observed in Chapter 4, wherein listeners exposed to the same experimental phrases, under either passive or explicit familiarisation conditions, utilised syllabic stress contrast cues for segmentation of dysarthric speech. It would appear that the experimental phrases utilised in the current programme of research afford robust learning of prosodic cues for segmentation of hypokinetic dysarthric speech.
One difference that arose between training groups was the degree to which the listeners relied on the syllabic stress contrasts cues to inform speech segmentation decisions. The present study indicates that the perceptual strategy of attending to syllabic stress information was most effective for listeners in the indexical training group. This evidence is found in discrepancies in the IS/IW ratios, which reflect strength of adherence to predicted error patterns. Thus, while both experimental groups utilised syllabic stress contrast cues to segment the dysarthric speech, a training task that emphasised properties of the voice enabled listeners to exploit this cue to a greater degree. This finding raises an interesting hypothesis for further testing, that stress patterns may be part of the indexical representation of the acoustic properties of dysarthric speech.

While it is possible that a longer training period would have facilitated more detectable group differences in the learning mechanisms that underlie improved linguistic processing following indexical or linguistic training, significant performance gains relative to baseline intelligibility would suggest the current training paradigm may be sufficient. Furthermore, comparable error patterns at both segmental and suprasegmental levels of perceptual processing for listeners familiarised under different conditions have been reported in Chapter 4. Taken together, error patterns observed with segmental and suprasegmental processing are remarkably similar, regardless of which signal properties are highlighted during training. Accordingly, the current study provides evidence for the interdependence of the learning mechanism responsible for encoding and processing of linguistic and indexical properties. There is now preliminary data to validate the claim that processing of indexical and linguistic properties of the signal may recruit many of the same cognitive-perceptual processes (Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998).

Speculations, however, must be considered relative to the limitations of the study. Listener participants were reasonably accurate (approximately 77% correct) at identifying the word/speaker during the respective training task. This may indicate that task demands were not high enough to facilitate adequate processing of either the linguistic and indexical properties of the signal. Thus, a possible alternative explanation for the comparable perceptual learning outcomes is that the performance data and errors patterns observed were the consequence of familiarisation with the degraded speech, rather than the training task per se. Additional investigations into the influence of indexical information in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech would serve to strengthen the conclusions of the current study.
5.6 CONCLUSION

The present study has provided preliminary evidence that learning to better process dysarthric speech can be sourced from both the linguistic and indexical properties of the signal and yields support for a model of perceptual processing in which learning of indexical properties is encoded and retained alongside the linguistic properties of the signal (e.g., Pisoni, 1997). These observations add to the growing body of literature that challenge long-standing theoretical paradigms that postulate independent processing of such information. Indeed, functional processing of linguistic and indexical information appears to be fundamentally linked.
CHAPTER SIX

Summary, Clinical Implications, Limitations, and Future Directions
6.1 SUMMARY

With insight into the conditions, stimuli, and learning mechanisms that promote improved recognition of dysarthric speech, the programme of research described in this thesis affords preliminary evidence for the development of a theoretical framework that exploits perceptual learning for the management of dysarthria. Background information provided in Chapter 1 acknowledged that reduced intelligibility is a debilitating symptom for individuals with dysarthria and that efficacy data for the use of current behavioural techniques, which are aimed largely at the speaker, is limited. Given that recent definitions of speech intelligibility have highlighted the contributions of both of the speaker and the listener, Chapter 1 raised the possibility that novel approaches to dysarthria management may target learning on behalf of the listener. A review of the literature revealed a large body of evidence for improved understanding of a speech signal that is initially difficult to understand (e.g., synthetic speech, noise-vocoded speech), however, relatively few studies had addressed perceptual learning with the neurologically degraded speech signal. Furthermore, the studies that had reported improved recognition of dysarthric speech were largely clinically based, with limited application to current models of perceptual processing. Chapter 1 called to attention the need for a systematic and theoretically motivated investigation into perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Thus, the rationale for the exploratory series of studies conducted in this thesis was established.

Chapter 2 detailed a thorough description of the methodology employed across all three phases of the research programme. In brief summary, experimental speech stimuli were collected from three speakers with moderate hypokinetic dysarthria and three neurologically intact control speakers. Across the research phases, 150 healthy listeners participated in a perceptual learning experiment, wherein they were familiarised with stimuli under varying conditions and subsequently transcribed a set of phrases produced by the three speakers with dysarthria. Listener transcripts were then analysed for three primary measures of perceptual processing: intelligibility (PWC), segmental-level processing (PSR), and suprasegmental-level processing (LBE).

Chapter 3 comprised the initial phase of the research programme. Phase one provided strong empirical evidence of improved recognition of dysarthric speech and addressed some of the limitations evident in the existing literature. This was the first study of its kind to
directly compare perceptual learning effects for a group of listeners familiarised with
dysarthric speech (read passages) to a group of listeners familiarised with the same speech
stimuli produced by neurologically intact speakers. A high level of experimental control has
enabled more definitive conclusions regarding the effect of familiarisation with dysarthric
speech to be established. This study also observed that explicit familiarisation, defined as an
experience in which the degraded speech is supplemented with written information, offered
performance benefits superior to those afforded by passive familiarisation. Not only was the
magnitude of immediate intelligibility gain significantly greater for listeners who received
explicit familiarisation, but intelligibility benefits relative to the control group were evident
seven days following the initial familiarisation experience. In contrast, listeners who received
passive familiarisation did not exhibit intelligibility carry-over at follow-up testing. To date,
this is the first large scale study that has directly compared the effects of passive and explicit
familiarisation conditions on perceptual learning of dysarthric speech and in addition,
documented the longevity of intelligibility benefit with this population over time.

Phase one also investigated possible source(s) of learning associated with the
intelligibility improvements observed. Regardless of whether learning conditions were
passive or explicit, error pattern analysis indicated improved mapping of acoustic-phonetic
information for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech. Furthermore, these segmental
benefits remained robust at follow-up despite significant intelligibility decline. Accordingly,
the possibility that learning decay may occur at different rates across different levels of
analysis was proposed. Condition discrepancies were evident in lexical segmentation
strategies. Listeners who received explicit familiarisation exploited syllabic stress contrasts
cues to inform speech segmentation decisions, whereas this acoustic information was largely
ignored by listeners who received passive familiarisation. Taken together, the error patterns
indicative of cognitive-perceptual processing were taken as evidence that performance
differences were more than simply magnitude of benefit. It was, therefore, speculated that the
learning afforded by passive familiarisation may be qualitatively different to that which
occurred with explicit familiarisation.

The speculation from phase one, that passive and explicit familiarisation conditions
may recruit different learning mechanisms, established the rationale for the second phase of
the research programme outlined in Chapter 4. Phase two further investigated the notion that
the performance differences between passive and explicit learning conditions may be more
than magnitude of benefit. In contrast to the use of passage-level stimuli in phase one, listeners in phase two were familiarised with a series of experimental phrases designed to draw attention to the alternating syllabic stress of the transcription phrases. Analysis of speech segmentation error patterns revealed that the condition discrepancy evident in phase one was not robust with the new familiarisation stimuli. Listeners familiarised with experimental phrases utilised syllabic stress contrast cues to segment dysarthric speech, regardless of whether learning conditions were passive or explicit. Thus, Chapter 4 revealed that learning mechanisms were not merely influenced by the presence or absence of written information during familiarisation.

In addition, intelligibility data revealed that performance benefits were only realised when the experimental phrases were supplemented with written information under explicit learning conditions. Furthermore, when conditions were controlled for, performance gains afforded by linguistically-rich passage-level stimuli in phase one were significantly greater than those afforded by the experimental phrases with no sentence-level meaning in phase two. A relationship between the fundamental intelligibility of the familiarisation material and perceptual learning of dysarthric speech was hypothesised. Taken together, the second phase of the research programme identified that perceptual learning, both intelligibility gains and source of learning, may be influenced differentially by the information afforded within the familiarisation procedure.

Collectively, phases one and two revealed that improved recognition of dysarthric speech was only accomplished when linguistic properties of dysarthric speech were highlighted with signal-independent information. The third phase of the research programme acknowledged that the speech signal contains both linguistic and indexical information and accordingly, investigated the role of speaker-specific properties in perceptual learning of neurologically degraded speech. Phase three observed significant intelligibility improvements for listeners trained to attend to indexical signal properties (speaker identification task), and found that these performance gains were comparable to those achieved by listeners trained to attend to linguistic signal properties (word identification task). Improved linguistic processing for listeners trained to attend to indexical features was taken as an indication that indexical properties, as with linguistic properties, of the dysarthric signal are learnable. Furthermore, it was speculated that the processing of both indexical and linguistic information may be intricately linked.
Phase three also observed remarkable similarities in error patterns, indicative of both segmental and suprasegmental processing, following a linguistic or indexical training task. Such findings were considered preliminary evidence that similar cognitive-perceptual mechanisms may be responsible for encoding of linguistic and indexical signal properties. Thus, the final research phase offered empirical validation to support the development of a theoretical model that accounts for the interaction between linguistic and indexical properties as a source of learning in improved recognition of dysarthric speech.

Due to differing research designs and study aims, statistical comparisons between phase three findings and those from the initial two phases were not performed. However, intelligibility gains afforded by the linguistic and indexical training tasks in Chapter 5 were notably smaller than those facilitated by three alternative familiarisation procedures (explicit-phrases, passive-passages, and explicit-passages) employed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The less significant performance gains observed in the final research phase may be explained by the limited feedback (single word or single name) and use of semantically anomalous phrases during training. That an experience involving linguistically-rich passage-level stimuli coupled with supplementary written information enabled the greatest level of intelligibility benefit to be realised suggests that increasing lexical knowledge of the degraded productions may be a critical component in effective exploitation of familiarisation for therapeutic gain. Further research is, however, required to test the efficacy of different familiarisation and training procedures on improved recognition of dysarthric speech (see section 6.3.4).

Overall, the present thesis aimed to offer a theoretically-based perspective on the nature of perceptual learning with dysarthric speech. While moderate hypokinetic dysarthria was employed in the current series of studies, a number of key findings have theoretical implications that extend across the broader classification of neurologically degraded speech. Firstly, the research found that listeners were able to adapt to a speech signal characterised by segmental and suprasegmental degradation. Secondly, intelligibility improvements were substantially greater when the degraded speech was supplemented with signal-independent information. Thirdly, changes with processing of segmental and suprasegmental information appeared to vary, depending on the familiarisation procedure. Finally, both linguistic and indexical properties informed subsequent recognition of dysarthric speech. While limitations of the research warrant discussion and additional studies are required to complete the picture (see section 6.3), the current body of work offers preliminary evidence for the development
of a theoretical framework that may enable the application of perceptual leaning to the management of dysarthria to be realised. Clinical implications are further highlighted in the ensuing section.

6.2 CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

6.2.1 Novel Practices

This thesis has underscored that significant intelligibility improvements can be achieved for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech. Given that the primary goal of dysarthria management is to improve speech intelligibility, research that provides evidence of such holds considerable clinical value. That substantial perceptual benefit was observed following a relatively short sample of dysarthric speech suggests that perceptual learning may be an effective and efficient approach for addressing the intelligibility impairments that characterise dysarthric speech. As noted in the review in Chapter 1, the management of dysarthria has traditionally employed behavioural approaches that target the affected speaker. Not only is the evidence base for such treatments limited (e.g., Sellars, et al., 2007), but co-occurring impairments (e.g., reduced motor and cognitive functioning) likely interfere with the individual’s capacity to modify behaviour for long-term functional gain (Duffy, 2005). Given this, communication partners (i.e., spouse, family, and/or caregivers) may be in a better position to engage in, and benefit from, focused behavioural rehabilitation programmes. Listener-focused intervention may, therefore, provide an alternative or adjunct approach to existing management options (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2.5). While a well-researched familiarisation protocol with both familiar and unfamiliar listeners will ultimately be required (see section 6.3), the current programme of research has provided foundational evidence toward the establishment of a treatment approach that targets intelligibility impairments by modifying the perceptual processes of the listener.

6.2.2 Current Practices

The findings of this thesis may also have implications for current approaches to dysarthria management. Significant intelligibility benefits for listeners familiarised with just three short passage readings suggests that, although unstructured, regular contact with patients who exhibit neurologically acquired speech disorders may cause clinicians to better
understand dysarthric speech. While the effect of familiarisation upon already familiar listeners, as well as the ability to generalise learning across different forms of dysarthria, both require investigation (see section 6.3), preliminary evidence of the benefit of listeners familiarity (DePaul & Kent, 2000) and learning carry-over (Liss, et al., 2002) has been reported. Thus, the current findings indicate that clinician estimates of baseline intelligibility may be artificially inflated and accordingly, may not reflect the perspective of listeners unfamiliar with dysarthric speech. Ecological validity of the overall description of baseline intelligibility may be increased by augmenting the clinician’s score with measures obtained from a naïve listener.

Additionally, the perceptual benefit that transpires with experience may affect the reliability of reporting treatment outcomes of speaker-oriented intervention. Working with a patient on any therapeutic speaking target (e.g., prosody, articulation) may afford significant perceptual benefits for the treating therapist. Thus, as with baseline measures, post-treatment intelligibility scores obtained from the clinician are likely to be exaggerated. Intelligibility improvements may reflect perceptual learning on behalf of the listener rather than significant change to the production of speech. Accurate treatment-related change must, therefore, be measured by a non-treating, and most favourably, listener naïve to dysarthric speech.

Finally, implications can be extended to the broader context of everyday interactions, wherein the ability to express oneself may vary enormously depending on the perceptual experience of the communication partner. Individuals with dysarthria may find that while communication is successful with familiar partners (e.g., therapist, spouse who has adapted to the signal), the same capacity to be understood may not be realised when interacting with unfamiliar members of the general public (e.g., checkout operators, taxi drivers, etc). As such, current practice should include patient and family education regarding the variable nature of intelligibility, and empower individuals with supplementary strategies to increase communication success in the presence of unfamiliar listeners.
6.2.3 Other Populations

Finally, while the notion of exploiting perceptual learning for rehabilitative gain has been framed entirely within the context of dysarthria management, the scope of application is potentially much broader. Indeed, treatments that target perceptual processes may be appropriate in any situation in which intelligibility is compromised, including foreign-accented speech, deaf speech, speech processed through cochlear implants, and/or synthesised speech systems. While the source and conditions of learning may be differentially influenced by the nature of the acoustic degradation, the clinical application is the same—improved intelligibility of a speech signal that is initially difficult to understand.

6.3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The studies described in this thesis are limited by a number of factors which have implications for the current findings and future directions for research into perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. While some limitations have been discussed briefly in the experimental chapters, a more comprehensive discussion around these and how such factors may be addressed in future research is highlighted in the subsequent section. Limitations and future directions for research are discussed with regards to the following four methodological variables: (1) speakers, (2) learning source, (3) listeners, and (4) perceptual learning procedures.

6.3.1 Speakers

Perhaps the greatest limitation of the current research was the use of a single form of dysarthria. The perceptual presentation of dysarthria can vary tremendously, not only in type of speech errors and patterns, but also in the degree to which these acoustic disturbances manifest in the speech signal. Traditionally differentiated into seven subtypes given a severity rating (see Chapter 1, section 1.2), the deviant speech characteristics associated with each form of dysarthria may challenge perceptual processing in different ways (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.4). Accordingly, the dysarthrias may differentially influence perceptual learning. While the more general findings generated from the current thesis may be applied across the dysarthrias (see key findings in section 6.1), specific results, particularly those that pertain to underlying cognitive-perceptual processes, should only be attributed to perceptual learning of
the dysarthria test case, moderate hypokinetic dysarthria. It is, therefore, acknowledged that similar studies undertaken with different presentations of dysarthric speech would enable a more complete picture of perceptual learning of neurologically degraded speech to be realised. Furthermore, such studies could be extended to investigate if learning effects can carry over from one type and/or severity of dysarthria to another. Whether or not perceptual learning can generalise across the signal characteristics would offer additional understanding into the cognitive-perceptual mechanisms that underlie improved recognition of dysarthric speech.

6.3.2 Learning Source

A second limitation is found in existing attempts to document the source of learning (i.e., “what is learnable?”). The current body of research approached source of learning first in terms of error patterns considered indicative of segmental and suprasegmental processing. Analysis of the PSR data revealed significant changes in phoneme-level perception, regardless of familiarisation conditions (Chapter 3). Thus, it was speculated that listeners learned to better map acoustic-phonetic properties of the dysarthric signal onto existing mental representations of speech sounds. However, the segmental analysis employed in the current studies does not offer information regarding the nature of the phonemic shifts, nor does it reveal which acoustic-phonetic features were responsible for the changes evident at this level of perceptual processing. The LBE analysis provided more specific detail of suprasegmental properties as a source of learning. All three studies demonstrated that syllabic stress properties of the signal provided a source of learning for speech segmentation decisions, although whether these acoustic cues were utilised was dependent on the information emphasised during the familiarisation procedure. Thus, attentional shifts toward syllabic stress contrast information reflect how information afforded by the familiarisation procedure may be leveraged to improve perceptual performance. Additional suprasegmental features of the dysarthric signal as a potential learning source were not examined.

The final phase of the research programme, Chapter 5, continued to document error patterns with processing of segmental and suprasegmental information, but also considered source of learning from a more global perspective of encoding and retaining information afforded within the linguistic and indexical constraints of the signal. The study found that both linguistic and indexical signal properties may provide a source of learning, but did not
detail which specific features informed improved processing of dysarthric speech. Thus, the experimental design and analysis employed in the current thesis is limited in its capacity to delineate the locus of learning. If the more general view of perceptual learning is adopted, it could be hypothesised that those production features that are the most consistent and regular will be more learnable. Subsequently, these features would be most salient for improving perceptual performance, relative to those aspects which are inconsistently expressed. By extension, dysarthrias with more consistent signal degradations (e.g., hypokinetic) would be expected to be more amenable to perceptual learning than those with more inherent variability (e.g., hyperkinetic). However, the role of acoustic consistency in perceptual learning remains largely untested. It may very well be that there is also perceptual benefit in exposure to non-systematic acoustic variation, even though the source of benefit could not be attributed to inducing a perceptual remapping. In this case, establishing *expectations of variability* may be the mechanism by which performance is enhanced. Future studies should seek to detail the consistent and inconsistent perceptual features of the different types of dysarthria and employ a comprehensive multi-level analysis that detects which linguistic and indexical cues are most informative in perceptual learning of dysarthric speech.

**6.3.3 Listeners**

All listener participants were recruited on the basis of minimal or no prior experience with dysarthric speech (naïve listeners) to enable foundational evidence regarding the benefit of a familiarisation procedure to be established. However, in order to extend the clinical applicability of a perceptual learning approach to the management of dysarthria, experimental studies are needed to investigate the influence of listener familiarity (i.e., previous exposure to dysarthric speech) on the benefit of specific familiarisation procedures.

Additionally, all listener participants were required to be aged between 19 and 40 years, and pass a standard pure tone hearing screen. While this inclusion criterion permitted control over age-related variables that may confound learning, it limited the degree to which the finding could be generalised to the older adult population. Ageing is associated with poorer hearing acuity (Morrell, Gordon-Salant, Pearson, Brant, & Fozard, 1996), which has been linked to inferior performance on a variety of language tasks exhibited by older adults (e.g., Sommers, 1997; Wingfield, McCoy, Peelle, Tun, & Cox, 2006). Furthermore, age-related changes have been observed in a number of cognitive operations necessary for
language processing, including: decreased attentional resources (McDowd & Shaw, 2000), slower processing of information (Salthouse, 1996), and reduced capacity of working memory (Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 2000). The influence of ageing on perceptual learning of speech has not been widely studied. However, preliminary evidence with a time-compressed signal has suggested that older adults may adapt to degraded speech at a similar rate and magnitude to younger adults, but that maintenance and transfer of this learning may decline with age (Golomb, et al., 2007; Peelle & Wingfield, 2005). To date, no study has examined the interplay of age-related hearing and cognitive decline upon perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Clinically, recognition of dysarthric speech is important across the lifespan, particularly given that neurological disease (e.g., PD) and injury (e.g., stroke) is more commonly associated with the older population. Spouses of individuals with dysarthria are, therefore, more likely to fall into the older adult category. Accordingly, research that evaluates perceptual learning of dysarthric speech with older adult populations holds significant theoretical and clinical value.

A third limitation pertaining to the listener participants employed in the current study is that the majority were recruited from undergraduate programmes at the University of Canterbury. This, therefore, raises the possibility of an educational/intellect bias, wherein a large number of the participants could perhaps be classified as optimal learners. Intellectual factors (e.g., working memory capacity) likely play a role in learning to better recognise difficult speech, and as such, the rapid and substantial adaptation that was observed for listeners familiarised with dysarthric speech in the current programme of research may not reflect the learning capacity of the general population. Future studies that employ broader sampling strategies and additional assessment tests (e.g., working memory and cognitive assessments) will serve to strengthen the present findings. In addition, forthcoming studies should also consider other listener-variables that may interact with perceptual learning, including motivation to learn and previous experience with foreign languages and/or other speech disorders.
6.3.4 Perceptual Learning Procedures

Finally, in order to advance the development of an evidence-based listener-focused approach to the management of dysarthria, future research is required to comprehensively investigate the modifiable variables of the perceptual learning procedure. The present series of studies has shed some light on the nature of the type of familiarisation procedure required to promote improved recognition of dysarthric speech, with the largest and most robust intelligibility scores evidenced following explicit familiarisation to passage-level stimuli. However, a well researched protocol for facilitating the most effective and efficient intelligibility improvements following a specific experience with dysarthric speech has yet to be established. Studies are required to identify the relationship between procedural variables (i.e., stimuli, tasks, amount, and frequency) and intelligibility gain. Furthermore, outcome measures should continue to include word recognition scores, but also encompass additional perceptual measures that pertain to the comprehensibility and naturalness of the signal (see Yorkston, et al., 2006).

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

Perceptual learning of dysarthric speech was identified as an area for further development and research. The current series of studies has provided background information into the nature of perceptual learning with moderate hypokinetic dysarthria. In doing so, this thesis represents an original attempt to investigate the concept of experience-evoked adaptation to a neurologically degraded speech signal and has provided a valuable contribution to this area of research. Furthermore, this thesis has provided a platform for future research in the area of perceptual learning of dysarthric speech. Dysarthria and the associated reduced speech intelligibility continues to be one of the most debilitating symptoms of neurological injury and disease. This research has highlighted that significant intelligibility improvements can be achieved following a short familiarisation experience with dysarthric speech. Although specific listener-focused behavioural approaches have not been considered traditional practice in the management of dysarthria, the current programme of research reveals that this may be a successful avenue to address the intelligibility impairments associated with this speaker population. It is anticipated that ongoing research will enable the full benefit of such an approach to be realised.
Familiarisation Stimuli: Passage-Level

The Rainbow Passage

When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air, they act as a prism and form a rainbow. The rainbow is a division of white light into many beautiful colors. These take the shape of a long round arch, with its path high above, and its two ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is, according to legend, a boiling pot of gold at one end. People look, but no one ever finds it. When a man looks for something beyond his reach, his friends say he is looking for the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Throughout the centuries people have explained the rainbow in various ways. Some have accepted it as a miracle without physical explanation. To the Hebrews it was a token that there would be no more universal floods. The Greeks used to imagine that it was a sign from the gods to foretell war or heavy rain. The Norsemen considered the rainbow as a bridge over which the gods passed from earth to their home in the sky. Others have tried to explain the phenomenon physically. Aristotle thought that the rainbow was caused by reflection of the sun's rays by the rain. Since then physicists have found that it is not reflection, but refraction by the raindrops which causes the rainbows. Many complicated ideas about the rainbow have been formed. The difference in the rainbow depends considerably upon the size of the drops, and the width of the colored band increases as the size of the drops increases. The actual primary rainbow observed is said to be the effect of super-imposition of a number of bows. If the red of the second bow falls upon the green of the first, the result is to give a bow with an abnormally wide yellow band, since red and green light when mixed form yellow. This is a very common type of bow, one showing mainly red and yellow, with little or no green or blue.

APPENDIX B

Familiarisation and Test Stimuli: Phrase-Level

Experimental Phrases

Speech Set One

1. Account for who could knock
2. Admit the gear beyond
3. Amend estate approach
4. And spoke behind her sin
5. Attack became concerned
6. Avoid or beat command
7. Balance clamp and bottle
8. Beside a sunken bat
9. Bush is chosen after
10. Career despite research
11. Connect the beer device
12. Constant willing walker
13. Cool the jar in private
14. Divide across retreat
15. Done with finest handle
16. Had eaten junk and train
17. Frame her seed to answer
18. It’s harmful note abounds
19. Increase a grade sedate
20. Indeed a tax ascent
21. Listen final station
22. Mark a single ladder
23. Measure fame with legal
24. Model sad and local
25. Narrow seated after
26. Perceive sustained supplies
27. Rampant boasting captain
28. Resting older earring
29. Rocking modern poster
30. Round and bad for carpet
31. Seat for locking runners
32. Spackle enter broken
33. Submit his cash report
34. Support with dock and cheer
35. Technique but sent result
36. To sort but fear inside

Speech Set Two

1. Address her meeting time
2. Afraid beneath demand
3. Assume to catch control
4. Attend the trend success
5. Award his drain away
6. Bolder ground from justice
7. Cheap control in paper
8. Commit such used advice
9. Confused but roared again
10. Darker painted baskets
11. Define respect instead
12. Distant leaking basement
13. Embark or take her sheet
14. For coke a great defeat
15. Forget the joke below
16. Functions aim his acid
17. Hold a page of fortune
18. Mate denotes a judgment
19. Mistake delight for heat
20. Mode campaign for budget
21. Her owners arm the phone
22. Pick a chain for action
23. Pooling pill or cattle
24. Push her equal culture
25. Remove and name for stake
26. Rode the lamp for testing
27. Rowing father matters
28. Secure but lease apart
29. Signal breakfast pilot
30. Sinking rather tundra
31. Stable wrist and load it
32. Target keeping season
33. Transcend almost betrayed
34. Unless escape can learn
35. Unseen machines agree
36. Vital seats with wonder
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